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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION
Wednesday, July 8, 2020, 6:00 p.m.
Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192

MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:
Councillor Jaimie McEvoy
- Chair
Maureen Arvanitidis
- Community Member
Samuel Boisvert
- Community Member
John Davies
- Community Member
Rosanne Hood
- NWHPS Representative
David Sarraf
- Community Member
REGRETS:
Jenelle Davies
Robert Petrusa

- Community Member
- Community Member

GUESTS:
Katie Cummer
Hazel Sealey
Dr. Pamela Stern
Kirsten Sutton

- Cummer Consulting
- Owner, 709 Cumberland Street
- Simon Fraser University
- D3 Dimension Drafting and Design Inc.

STAFF:
Britney Dack
Jacque Killawee
Rob McCullough
Kathleen Stevens
Janet Zazubek
Heather Corbett

- Heritage Planner
- City Clerk
- Manager, Museums & Heritage Services
- Heritage Planning Analyst
- Planning Analyst
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 6:03 p.m.
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the agenda of the July 8, 2020 Community Heritage Commission meeting be
adopted with the addition of 6.1.1: Discussion of Property on Demolition list.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of March 4, 2020
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the minutes of the March 4, 2020 Community Heritage Commission meeting
be adopted as circulated.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

PRESENTATIONS

3.1

Decolonizing Municipal Landmarks
Rob McCullough, Manager, Museums and Heritage Services, and Pamela Stern,
Simon Fraser University, provided a PowerPoint presentation regarding a research
project being undertaken between the City and Simon Fraser University to build an
inventory and history of street names and landmarks in the City, and identify
information about individuals, groups and historic events of significance that have
not yet been commemorated in the City.
Mr. McCullough and Ms. Stern noted that the aim of the project is not to make
decisions about the landmarks, but to engage discussion and identify gaps in the
City’s commemoration practices.
In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. McCullough and Ms. Stern
provided the following information:
• The engagement workshops would likely take place in early fall 2020,
depending on the progress of the information collection and how Covid-19
affects the logistics for participation; and,
• The City is not entering into the project with the assumption that street
names would change, but rather to have conversations about moving
forward.
The Commission provided the following comments:
• This is an important project, and the Commission would appreciate the
opportunity to review the results;
• Changing street names can create significant disruption to businesses and
residents and should be taken into consideration in any recommendations
made as a result of the project; and,
• Consideration could be given to recommending new sub-names for streets,
such as has occurred previously in Quebec and South Africa, where the new
name is adopted in the community, and the previous street name stays in
place for postal considerations.
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4.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There were no items.

5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1

709 Cumberland Street Heritage Revitalization Agreement
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, reviewed the staff report dated July
8, 2020, regarding a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 709 Cumberland
Street, and requested that the Commission give feedback and make a
recommendation to Council based on questions in the report.
Hazel Sealy, Owner, Kirsten Sutton, D3 Dimension Drafting and Design Inc. and
Katie Cummer, Cummer Consulting, provided a Powerpoint presentation, including
the following information:
• Goals of the project, including the intent to relocate, rebuild and protect the
donated 1930 Henderson house;
• The heritage significance of the Henderson House, including the history,
location and decorative elements of the house;
• Preservation details and restoration plans to exterior features of the
Henderson House, and proposed colour palette;
• Details of the recreated house which is intended to honour the intent of the
previous McKenzie House.
The Commission provided the following comments:
• Appreciation was noted for the project, and particularly the relocation and
protection of the Henderson House;
• The approachability of the Henderson House would be altered in its
proposed location, due to the increased elevation; and,
• It may not be suitable for the re-constructed McKenzie House to be added
to the Heritage Register.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the
Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 709 Cumberland Street, with the condition
that the reconstructed McKenzie House not be added to the Heritage Register
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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5.2

Houses 100 Years and Older: Policy Update
Britney Dack, Heritage Planner, reviewed the staff report dated July 8, 2020
regarding a proposed update to the City’s heritage review program whereby the
policy would be altered to be consistent with demolition policy, so that it becomes
a rolling date policy, and the program be expanded from pre-1900 houses to houses
100 years and older. Ms. Dack noted that feedback and a motion of support or nonsupport was requested from the Commission.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Dack provided the following
information:
• Any demolition application of houses 100 years of older is referred to the
Planning Division’s heritage staff and photographs of all four sides of the
building must be included as part of the package; and,
• Research and building data on houses 100 years or older are pulled first from
building permit records. If staff feels that there is potential for earlier
information, then fire insurance maps at City Hall are examined. If more
information is needed of an archival nature, staff would then ask the
developer for heritage consultant work.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends Council expand the “Pre1900” elements of the policy to “Buildings 100 Years Old or Older
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

5.3

Grants Committee
Jacque Killawee, City Clerk, discussed the re-organization of the City’s grant
program, noting that heritage grants were merged into the Social and Cultural
Vibrancy grants program, and noted that a representative from the Community
Heritage Commission was needed to participate in the grants review process.
Ms. Killawee provided information on the term of the appointment, the time
commitment required, and the process by which the grant applications are reviewed.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) appoint Samuel Boisvert as the
CHC representative to the Social and Cultural Vibrancy Grant Committee.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

General Inquiries from the Commission
1. Discussion of Properties on Demolition List in Item 6.6
The Commission discussed the property at 408 East Columbia Street, which
appears on the demolition list in Item 6.6 of the meeting agenda, noting that
although it is not on the City’s Heritage Register, it is one of the oldest
commercial buildings on East Columbia Street, and still has its historic front and
decorative parapets.
In response to questions from the Commission, Britney Dack, Heritage Planner,
provided the following information:
• 408 East Columbia Street was part of large rezoning which was approved in
2018, and therefore any discussion about the 1945 building would have
occurred during the rezoning process; and,
• There is no specific Sapperton inventory update planned in staff’s workplan;
however, a comprehensive heritage register update is planned for the future.
In response to questions from the Commission about the house at 308 Fifth
Street, which appears on the demolition list in Item 6.6, Ms. Dack provided the
following information:
• The building permit for the house at 308 Fifth Street was taken out in 1940
and the construction was completed in 1941, making it on the edge of the
requirements for the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA); and,
• Regardless of the above, the Director of Development Services issued a
heritage alteration permit for demolition in the HCA, as well as standard
demolition permits for non-protected properties, and as such, this
application does not need to go to Council.
The Commission requested that a report and discussion on the demolition permit
for 308 Fifth Street be included on the agenda of the next Community Heritage
Commission meeting.

6.2

819 Milton Street: Demolition

Procedural Note: John Davies declared a conflict of interest on this matter due to his
primary residence being within 100 metres distance of the property, and left the meeting.
Janet Zazubek, Planning Analyst, reviewed the staff report dated July 8, 2020
regarding a proposed demolition of the house at 819 Milton Street, noting that the
1890 building, which is not legally protected or listed on the City’s Heritage
Register, had been extensively renovated and no heritage material remains.
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Ms. Zazubek requested a motion of support or non-support for the demolition from
the Commission.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend the Director of
Development Services issue the Demolition Permit for 819 Milton Street.
CARRIED.
(John Davies absent for the vote due to Conflict of Interest)
6.3

335 Keary Street: Demolition
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, reviewed the staff report dated July
8, 2020, regarding a demolition permit that was issued for the house at 335 Keary
Street, noting that the pre-1900 building had contained low heritage value and the
demolition permit had been issued by the Director of Development Services to
prevent delay to the applicant.
In response to a question from the Commission, Ms. Stevens noted that staff had
assessed the heritage value of the house by reviewing the photos that had been
included in the demolition permit application.

6.4

Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project: Demolition of Eight Houses

Procedural Note: Samuel Boisvert declared a conflict of interest on this matter due to his
involvement on the Patullo Bridge Replacement Project through his workplace, and left the
meeting.
Britney Dack, Heritage Planner, reviewed the staff report dated July 8, 2020
regarding the demolition of eight houses in the Downtown area, associated with the
Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project. Although the Province is not required to move
through municipal processes or take out a demolition permit, they have agreed to
participate in the demolition review process so that the houses can be documented,
photographed and the City can archive the buildings’ existence.
Ms. Dack noted that it is not expected that the houses would be relocated, and their
demolition would likely be expedited to facilitate the construction process of the
bridge.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Dack provided the following
information:
• There are no known relocations being arranged for the houses proposed for
demolition;
• Although some research was conducted, it is not known by staff if there is
any heritage value to the stone wall on Wellington Street at the foot of
Hastings Street;
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• There is a proposed development application at 108 and 112 Royal Avenue,
and the 112 Royal Avenue house is being relocated to 709 Cumberland
Street, as noted in Item 5.1; and,
• Staff have received an early proposal for an HRA of the McClure House on
Royal Avenue and First Street.
The Commission noted concern with the demolitions associated with the Pattullo
Bridge Replacement Project and that increasingly more heritage-aged houses are
disappearing in the City, and stressed that, where possible, it would be important to
be proactive in asking that efforts are made to ensure the houses noted in the report
are retained.
Procedural Note: Samuel Boisvert returned to the meeting at 7:40 p.m.
6.5

Interim Development Application Review Process
Britney Dack, Heritage Planner, reviewed the staff report dated July 8, 2020
regarding the Interim Development Review Process, which was previously
communicated to the Commission in May, 2020.

6.6

Demolition Permit Applications Issued February 5 to July 2, 2020
Address
2223 Ninth Ave
212 Blackman St
1209-1217 Eighth Ave
827 Fourth St
1206 Seventh Ave
1525 Edinburgh St
408 East Columbia St
308 Fifth St
132 Oakland St
413 Twelfth St (2020)
411 Twelfth St
1123 Eighth Ave (2020)
201 Osborne (2020)
1519 Nanaimo St (2020)
355 Keary St
2007 Seventh Ave – Fire (2020)
224 Durham St – Garage (2020)

Year Built
1940
1913
1945
1937
1941
1945
1940
1947
1911
1910
1913
1944
1913
1892
1945
1931

Neighbourhood
Connaught Heights
Glenbrooke North
Westend
Glenbrooke North
Westend
Westend
Sapperton
Queens Park
Queens Park
Brow of the Hill
Brow of the Hill
Kelvin
Glenbrooke North
Westend
Sapperton
Connaught Heights
Glenbrooke North

Discussion occurred in reference to two of the addresses on the Demolition Permit
Applications list, as noted in Item 6.1.
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7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

7.1

New Westminster Historical Society Newsletter (March 2020)

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Next Meeting Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020, or at call of the Chair.

9.0

ADJOURNMENT

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 7:50 p.m.
Certified correct,

Councillor Jaimie McEvoy
Chair
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

September 2, 2020

From:

Kathleen Stevens
Heritage Planning Analyst

File:

HER00752

Subject:

404 Second Street (Queen’s Park Meat Market): Heritage Revitalization
Agreement

PROJECT SUMMARY
An application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) has been received for 404
Second Street, the Queen’s Park Meat Market, which was built in 1926 and contains both
a small-scale commercial unit and a rental residential suite. The proposed project would
add floor space to the existing one storey building through a side, rear, and basement
addition. In exchange for the development, the 1926 heritage building would be restored
and legally protected through a Heritage Designation Bylaw.
PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements:
 The heritage value of the1926 building;
 The prepared Statement of Significance;
 The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work;
 The appropriateness and authenticity of re-creating the historic roof sign; and
 The appropriateness of the additions.
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
to Council on this application.
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GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Interim Development Application Review Process
In April 2020, Council directed staff to implement an Interim Development Application
Review Process (Interim Process) in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The Interim
Process is intended to support continued public engagement on development projects,
while also meeting physical distancing requirements. Under this process, development
applications with a heritage component will be brought forward to the Commission
virtually for comment and endorsement. However, the focus of the review will be on the
Statement of Significance (SoS), Heritage Conservation Plan (HCP), and heritage-related
elements of the project, as will be outlined in staff reports moving forward.
Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the City’s anticipated land use for the
future, for the purposes of guiding rezonings and other development applications. In the
OCP, this property is designated for Residential Detached and Semi Detached (RD). This
designation envisions a mix of low density residential uses, primarily in the form of
single detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units
(e.g. laneway house, carriage house) with complementary uses including small scale local
commercial uses. The proposed application is consistent with this policy.
Projects with Heritage Assets
The OCP encourages the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements when a heritage
asset on the site is appropriately incorporated into a development. Through this type of
agreement, the OCP land use designation indicates the development may be eligible for
regulatory incentives such as an increase in density, reduced parking, or smaller setbacks,
as appropriate.
Heritage Revitalization Agreements
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for longterm legal protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration,
certain zoning relaxations may be considered (as noted above). An HRA is not precedent
setting, as each one is unique to a specific site.
Heritage Related Design Guidelines
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage conservation projects within the city.
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These are national guidelines for best practice in heritage restoration, rehabilitation, and
design. The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage conservation best
practice while ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. HRA applications are
evaluated against these guidelines.
Heritage Designation Bylaws
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to a
protected heritage property must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate,
the Director of Development Services) through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP).
Future development is no longer entitled, but could be permitted by Council with an
HAP. HAP applications are also evaluated by staff against the Standards and Guidelines.
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
The site is located within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA), though is
not protected due to its non-conforming commercial use. As such, the site is not eligible
for the HCA incentive program density bonus. Similarly, the application would not be
evaluated against the area’s design guidelines, which are meant for residential buildings,
protected by the policy. Instead, the design is being evaluated against the Standards and
Guidelines, as is consistent with other HRAs. However, the HRA and Designation Bylaw
would offer a higher level of protection than the HCA which supports the policy’s goals
of neighbourhood character retention.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Site Characteristics and Context
The existing one storey building contains a non-conforming commercial use and a rental
residential unit. The density is 0.35 FSR. The property is approximately 306 sq. m. (3,295
sq. sq. ft.), and is located in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, an area of single-detached
dwellings. The site is at the corner of Second Street and Fourth Avenue. Both streets are
considered local roads and form part of the greenway/bikeway network. A site context
map and aerial image is provided in Appendix A.
Project Description
This HRA application is primarily to regularize and expand the non-conforming
commercial use of the building. The application proposes to add floor space to the
existing one storey building including a side addition, a rear addition, and a 153 sq. m.
(1,648 sq. ft.) new basement. The side addition, which is the only element visible from
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the street, would be approximately 30% of the building’s size. The project’s total floor
space ratio (FSR) is proposed at 1.0, which is double the amount of density permitted in
the property’s current zone. The increase is reasonable for Council to consider as 50% of
the floor area for the building would be below grade (in the basement) and therefore
wouldn’t impact the streetscape, and the above-grade (visible) density does not exceed
the zoning maximum. The existing off-street parking configuration (two tandem spaces)
is proposed to be retained, with continued access from the current driveway crossing on
Fourth Avenue. The project’s design drawings are provided in Appendix B.
Proposed Relaxations
Under the City’s Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements, regulatory
land use relaxations may be considered through an HRA. In this case, the site’s zoning
(for single-detached dwelling use) is not consistent with the site’s existing building or its
commercial use. The relaxations requested are for density, use, siting, parking
configuration and signage. Use, parking configuration and two of the setback variances
are existing, and are only proposed to be regularized through the process. The basement
density, two other building setbacks (Fourth Ave and east side), and allowing commercial
signage are more likely the relaxations to consider in light of the heritage value and
restoration work proposed. A summary is provided in the table below and more detailed
information is available in Appendix D:
Table 1: Summary of Proposed Relaxations
Characteristic Relaxation
Use
Density
Site Coverage
South Setback to Fourth Ave (front)
North Setback (rear)
West Setback (side)
East Setback to Second St (side)
Parking
Signage

Proposed
Small-scale commercial use (existing)
100% larger
15% larger
88% reduction
8% reduction (existing)
13% reduction
33% reduction (existing)
Two tandem parking spaces (existing)
Allow commercial signage in a residential
zoning district and a re-created historic roof sign

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Heritage Value
A Statement of Significance (SOS) has been prepared for the Queen’s Park Meat Market
and is available in Appendix C. The SOS indicates that the building was completed in
1926 and is considered to have historic, social, cultural, and aesthetic value. The
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property’s historic value was suggested from its association with the 1920s New
Westminster building boom, and as one of Queen’s Park’s last surviving and functioning
corner stores. The property is also noted to have social and cultural significance
evidenced by its continuous commercial use, and its pattern of long-term ownership and
management by local New Westminster families. Lastly, the building could be said to
hold aesthetic value as a vernacular, mid-century Moderne corner store. Photographs of
the building are available in Appendix C (pages 8-9).
Is the heritage value of the 1926 building sufficient to warrant long term legal protection
and heritage status?
Does the Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the heritage
values of the building?
Heritage Conservation Work
The application proposes that the building undergo rehabilitation, preservation and
restoration work. Details are available in the Heritage Conservation Plan which is
included in full in this report as Appendix C. A summary is provided below:
 Preservation of existing textured stucco cladding.
Note: restoration to or re-creation of the original bottle-dash stucco is not proposed
at this time;
 Preservation of the roofline and roofline coping detail;
 Preservation of two wooden front and one wooden side doors and all hardware;
 Preservation of a brick chimney stack above the roofline;
 Restoration of all existing wood windows on the front façade;
 Rehabilitation of the aluminum strip canopies (at commercial and residential
entrances);
 Rehabilitation of wooden door and window trim at front facade;
 Rehabilitation of existing commercial goose-neck lighting;
 and
 Repainting to a 1950s colour scheme: grey body with black trim. The awnings
would be red and white stripe.
Is the conservation work proposed appropriate and are the actions sufficiently
comprehensive?
Re-Created Historic Sign
Based on archival evidence discovered during the drafting of the SOS, this building once
had a roof sign (included on page 18 in Appendix C). Roof signs are currently a
prohibited signage type for businesses in New Westminster. It is proposed as part of this
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application that, in addition to being permitted contemporary commercial business
signage (as regulated through the City’s Sign Bylaw), the current business should also be
permitted to advertise with a roof sign. The sign would be re-created in the shape and
approximate dimensions of the historic sign, as determined from a 1938 photograph,
included on page 18 of the Conservation Plan.
Is there heritage value in the historic roof sign and would it be appropriate to re-create
the sign in addition to allowing for contemporary business signage?
New Building Elements
Four interventions are proposed to facilitate the renovation of the 1926 commercial
building (detailed in the design drawings/Appendix B):
1. The building would be lifted, and a new concrete foundation poured to allow for a
full-height basement;
2. A single storey 31 sq. m. (332 sq. ft.) addition would be added to the side of the
building along Fourth Avenue. It would be setback from the historic Second Street
elevation by approximately 3 m. (10 ft.). The addition is proposed to be clad in
horizontal plank fibre-cementious siding and is proposed to conform with
traditional storefront design, but would include taller and metal window
assemblies. Both the different siding type and taller window pattern are intended
to distinguish it visually as a contemporary addition to the historic building.
3. A single storey 17 sq. m. (191 sq. ft.) addition would be added to the rear of the
building (clad in stucco), where no character defining elements have been
identified;
4. A window well and two new wood basement windows would be added on the
north elevation.
Are the new elements to be introduced to the building appropriate to the building’s
design and respectful to its heritage elements?
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
Under the Interim Development Review Process, the Community Heritage Commission
is being asked to provide a recommendation on the project to Council, based on its
heritage merits, and provide feedback in relation to the following elements of the
proposal:
 The heritage value of the 1926 building (photos in Appendix C, pages 8-9);
 The prepared Statement of Significance; (Appendix C)
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 The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work (as detailed
in the Heritage Conservation Plan, Appendix C);
 The appropriateness and authenticity of re-creating the historic roof sign (Appendix
C, page 18);
 The appropriateness of the interventions (new elements) proposed as part of the
renovation, given the heritage value and conservation work also proposed (design
plans in Appendix B).
The following options are available for consideration by the Commission:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the
Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 404 Second Street and its inclusion on the
City’s Heritage Register; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council does not
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 404 Second Street or its
inclusion on the City’s Heritage Register; or
3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative
recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion.
APPENDICES
Appendix A: Site Context Map
Appendix B: Proposed Design Plans
Appendix C: Heritage Conservation Plan including Statement of Significance
Appendix D: Proposed Relaxation Information
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Appendix A
Site Context Map

City of New Westminster

1: 1,000
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NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_10N
CNW GIS Services
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0.1 Kilometers

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Statement of Significance

Description of Historic Place
The Queen's Park Meat Market is a one-storey, wood-framed store building on the west corner of
Second Street and Fourth Avenue in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood of New Westminster. Facing
Second Street, the square-shaped building houses a commercial space and living quarters, each with
their own designated entry.
Heritage Values of Historic Place
Built in 1926, the Queen’s Park Meat Market has historical value for its association to the 1920s New
Westminster building boom, a development wave which also left its mark in the subject
neighbourhood, Queen’s Park. The historic place also has social and cultural value evident in its
continuous commercial use since 1910, and its continuous use as a neighbourhood butcher shop since
1926.
The building and the business are highly valued as one of Queen’s Parks last surviving and functioning
neighbourhood stores, and as the last evidence of a small commercial strip of three small businesses
that once stood along this portion of 2nd Street. Neighbourhood stores, an integral part of a
neighbourhood’s character, began to disappear in the 1950s with the introduction of modern
supermarkets, shopping centres, and chain outlets in outlying shopping areas designed around cars
and highways.
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The building has social and cultural value for its association with the pioneer Mark family of England
and their long-term commercial and residential ties to this and the adjacent lot. Harold Charles Mark
(cashier and chief clerk for the CPR) was the original developer, building a store/stable here in 1896.
His son Frederick J. Mark ran the Model Bakery from 1909 until the late 1950s out of an additional
building they constructed at the northern edge of the subject lot (later known as the Mark Store). The
Marks erected an third store building in 1910 on the corner site of the subject building. The 1896
Harold C. Mark House at 205 Fourth Avenue and the 1912 Frederick J. Mark House at 207 Fourth
Avenue, both survive today next door to the Meat Market, adding further contextual heritage value to
the historic place.
The building is aesthetically valued as a vernacular, mid-century neighbourhood store, as expressed by
its simple commercial design, single-storey height, modest Mid-century Modern design features and
living quarters.
The Queen's Park Meat Market has cultural and social value for its pattern of long-term ownership and
management by local New Westminster families. The legacy of commitment and longevity of the
business owners over the years is also expressed in the addition of living quarters to the building in
1951. Owners William and Catherine Whyte built and resided at the living quarters between 1951 and
1958, and long-term owners Eric and Mary Davies lived here for a decade (1962-1972). The other
significant owners of the butcher shop were Thomas A. and Alice Carson (1933-1945), and Peter
Corbeil (1999-2016).
Character Defining Elements
•

Prominent corner location at Second Street and Fourth Avenue in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood of New Westminster, with physical evidence of the store formerly being right at the
corner.

•

Continuous commercial use since 1910 at this location

•

Continuous commercial use since 1926 as a meat market

•

Existence of the business name Queen's Park Meat Market since 1926

•

Residential use since 1951

•

Proximity to the Fred J. Mark House at 207 Fourth Avenue, and the building built by the Mark
family in 1896 on the site of the store building, moved to 205 Fourth Avenue in 1923.

•

Vernacular commercial form, scale and massing as expressed by the shop’s false front, square
footprint, flat roof and single-storey height

•

Facade facing Second Street

•

Evidence of horizontal wood siding on the early commercial component of the building, now
covered or replaced by stucco
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•

1951 living quarters, as expressed by the Modern practical design of the northeastern end of the
building with a typical mid-century corner windows

•

Original wood doors, windows openings and wood trim with backband moulding typical of midcentury vernacular homes

•

Dual entries on the facade-side of the building, complemented by distinct windows for commercial
and residential use

•

1950s aluminum strip canopies above the facade doors

•

Original wood cooler door on the interior of the store
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Research Findings
Address: 402 - 404 Second Street - Queen’s Park Meat Market
Legal Description: LOT 9, SUBURBAN BLOCK 7, GROUP 1, EXCEPT PLAN 8050, EXCEPT: 1ST:
WESTERLY 16 FT HAVING A FRONTAGE OF 16 FT ON OAKLAND ST & A FRONTAGE OF 16 FT ON
4TH AV & ADJOINING LT 8, OF LOTS 2, 3, 30 & 31.
Date of Construction: 1926 (14’ x 22’ butcher shop replaces the 1910 store built by Frederick J. Mark
at this location)
Source: City of New Westminster historic permits database (CityViews) - December 11, 1925 Building
Permit taken out by R. J. Robinson

Builder: R. J. Robinson
Source: above permit

Original Storeowner: Charles Morris
Source: Wrigley’s BC directory for 1926

Architect: none/unknown
Known alterations:
1929: Enlarged into a 13’.6” x 30’.6” building
1938: Remodelled
1951: Relocated, remodelled and living quarters (404 Second St.) added
1952: 13’ x 20’ carport added
Sources: City of New Westminster historic permits database (CityViews) and Tax Assessment Field Cards
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Proprietors of the Queen's Park Meat Market
1926: Charles Morris
1927-1928: James W. Galloway (was manager of City Meat Market previously)
1929: Vacant
1930-1932: Queen's Park Meat Market
1933-1945: Thomas A. and Alice Carson (previously merchants in Burnaby)
1946-1951: Ernest J. and Grace Aldersley
1952-1958: William and Catherine F. Whyte
1959-1961: Vacant
1962-1998: Eric G. and Mary Davies
1999-2016: Peter Corbeil
2016-current: Florin Mezo

Residents at 404 Second Street (living quarters)
1952-1958: William and Catherine F. Whyte
1962-1972: Eric G. and Mary Davies
1973-1976: Mike Cherniciak
1977-1982: Susan Mc Intyre
1984-1986: Marianne Iveren
1987-1997: No entries available
1998: Tom Hawkins
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Current Photographs
Front view

Side view
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Fourth Avenue
elevation

Fourth Avenue
elevation. Visible are
the original concrete
foundations of the
1926 store when it
was closer to the
corner.
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Rear view
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Left: the butcher shop’s old
cooler.
Source: Queen's Park Meat
Market / Queen’s Meat and
Deli.

Left: the butcher shop’s scale.
Source: Queen's Park Meat
Market / Queen’s Meat and Deli.
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Left: the butcher shop’s old
cooler.
Source: Queen's Park Meat
Market / Queen’s Meat and Deli.

Left: Polar Hardware Co. door
handle from the butcher shop’s
old cooler.
Source: Queen's Park Meat
Market / Queen’s Meat and Deli.
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Top: context view with 205
and 207 Fourth Avenue west
of the building. These two
houses were built and owned
by the Mark Family.

Bottom: 205 Fourth Avenue
(left) and 207 Fourth Avenue
(the Fred Mark House)
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Historic context
Neighbourhood stores were very common in New Westminster neighbourhoods all the way until midcentury.
An example of an early
neighbourhood store is
the A. Curnew grocery
store as inaugurated in
1919, once located at
the corner of 5th
Avenue and Sixth
Street.
Source: NWPL # 2276

Specifically in Queen’s Park, the 300 and 400 blocks of Second Street were the site of a small
commercial strip developed in the late 1890s and early 1900s. A grocery store was built at 340 Second
Street in 1892, which was for some time run by Thomas A. Carson, who also owned the Queen's Park
Meat Market (1933-1945). The Mark family had built a store building on the subject site in 1896, but
only started their own commercial activity in this area in 1908-1910 when son Frederick was old
enough to run a business.
The Mark family (Harold Charles) owned lots 8 and 9 in this block, the latter on which the Queen's Park
Meat Market is located. H. C. Mark (1861-1940) was the cashier and chief clerk for the Canadian Pacific
Railway. The Mark family’s own merchant activities are first mentioned in 1908, when Harold C. Mark
opened a factory for the Mark Bakery (located on Sixth Street near the post office) on the corner of
Second Street and Fourth Avenue. The factory was turned into a retail bakery location by 1910. In
1909, the Mark’s Model Bakery is first mentioned, located at 408 Second Street, which would later
become a grocery store called the Mark Store. The Mark family also built the 1912 Craftsman style
house at 207 Fourth Avenue (The Frederick J. Mark House), and an 1896 building at 205 Fourth
Avenue (relocated from lot 9 to lot 8 in 1923), converted from commercial use to residential use at the
time of the move. Harold Charles Mark lived at 205 Fourth Avenue until his death in 1940.
In the interwar years, Queen’s Park saw a significant wave of residential development. The realization
of a butcher shop in 1926, replacing the factory/bakery at 402 Second Street, is proof of ongoing
demand for a diversity of retail goods in the developing neighbourhood of Queen’s Park. The addition
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of living quarters in 1951 illustrates that store owners often lived on site, and the erection of a carport
reflects the increased access to cars for working-class families.
Fire insurance maps
Left: partial view of plate
121 from Goad atlas for
Vancouver (New
Westminster vol III) - 1913.
source: Library and
Archives of Canada

Above: The partial view of a 1913 fire
insurance map for New Westminster, shows
the bakery building at the corner of Second
Street and Fourth Avenue, which was replaced
by the Queen's Park Meat Market building in
1926 (red). It also shows the 1896 building and
the Model Bakery (408 Second Street) on Lot
9, the Fred Mark House on Lot 8, and the store
and house at 340-342 Second Street (green).
Left: The partial view of a 1931 fire insurance
map for New Westminster shows the meat
market store as a single storey wood structure
right at the property lines (red) as well as
evidence of the other mentioned stores above
and below marked with the letter ’S’,
indicating the small commercial strip which
was present here in the first several decades of
the 20th century.
source: New Westminster Museum & Archives fire
insurance map 1931-1947.
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Aerial photograph of 1928
This partial view of a 1928 aerial photograph below shows the Queen's Park Meat Market at the exact
location of the former bakery building (red). The aerial photograph also shows that by 1928, the 1896
building previously located at Lot 9, was relocated to its current site at the adjacent lot 8, now 205
Fourth Avenue.
Left: partial view of an aerial
photograph of New
Westminster - 1928.
source: RCAF / Library &
Archives Canada
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Aerial Photographs of 1950 and later
A comparison between an aerial photograph from July 1950 and one from later in the 1950s (exact
date unknown), shows that the Queen's Park Meat Market was altered and relocated in the 1950s. The
butcher shop was most likely relocated as part of the major alteration by the Whyte family involving
the addition of living quarters in 1951. The aerial photograph of July 1950 shows the butcher shop at
its original siting right at the corner property lines (red). The photograph from a later date shows the
original location of the butcher shop vacant (although the concrete footings are still visible in the
photograph, as well as on site today), and its current location further north (red).

Left: partial view of an
aerial photograph of New
Westminster - July 1950.
source: A12677_235
RCAF / Library & Archives
Canada

Left: partial view of an aerial
photograph of New
Westminster - 1950s.
source: IHP6936-093 New
Westminster Museum &
Archives
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Archival Photographs
Left: a 1938 photograph of the Queen's
Park Meat Market, then known as
Carson’s Meat Market. The picture
shows the building at its original siding
at the corner, facing Second Street.
The wood-clad building featured a light
paint colour; a false fronted facade; a
shingled gable roof; a small chimney;
and a Carson’s Meat Market sign.

Left: close-up of the Carson’s Meat
Market sign from the 1938
photograph.
Source: Queen's Park Meat Market /
Queen’s Meat and Deli.
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Left: the Queen's Park Meat
Market trades license from
1954.
Source: Queen's Park Meat
Market / Queen’s Meat and
Deli.

Left: Eric Davies at the
Queen's Park Meat Market.
Source: Davies Family private
collection.
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Left: The Queen's Park Meat
Market in earlier days.
Source: Davies Family private
collection.

Left: Eric Davies at work at the
Queen's Park Meat Market.
Source: Davies Family private
collection.
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Left: The Queen's Park Meat
Market’s product display.
Source: Davies Family private
collection.

Left: Advertisement for H. C.
Mark & Sons Bakery. The
factory was located at the
corner of Fourth Avenue and
Second Street.
Source: New Westminster
Daily News, January 4, 1908
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Left: News article about two
bandits who held up Carson’s
grocery store at Second Street and
Fourth Avenue (340 Second
Street).
Source: Vancouver Sun, March 16,
1936

Left: Later in 1936, Carson was
robbed again, and this time by
three bandits.
Source: Vancouver Sun, November
16, 1936
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Left: A selection of New Westminster
companies, including T.A. Carson’s
grocery store at 340 Second Street,
and his Meat Market at 402 Second
Street.
Source: The Province, May 18, 1939
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News article about long-term owners Eric and Mary Davies selling their butcher shop to Peter Corbeil
(1/2).
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News article about long-term owners Eric and Mary Davies selling their butcher shop to Peter Corbeil
(2/2).
Source: Vancouver Sun, January 4, 1999
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Conservation Objectives
The Queen’s Park Meat Market will be conserved in its current location. It will retain its dual
commercial/residential use, but will be expanded (rehabilitated) through additions, to make the
business portion larger and more sustainable with better planned and laid out store and production
areas. Its exterior will be Preserved as per its general 1951 design, when a major alteration and
relocation took place, giving the historic place its current character. Rooflines and general foot print
will be preserved.
The main conservation objective for the historic exterior is Preservation.
The main conservation objective for the interior and the property is Rehabilitation.
The below conservation treatment definitions are taken from the Standards & Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition):
Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials,
form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use
of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while
protecting its heritage value.
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Structure - The exterior building lines are true to the eye, there is no visual evidence of structural
distortion or obvious failures.

Roof and roofline coping - The building’s flat roof was not accessed or viewed as part of the condition
assessment. The roof was redone approximately 10 years ago (2010) and is in functional condition.
The roofline is clad in a wood facia, capped by a metal coping. The metal coping appears to be in
good condition but the paint on the wood facia is peeling in places. A closer examination of the joints
in the metal coping should be taken on upon construction commencement as well as that of the wood
facia.
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Doors and windows - The 1951 renovation involved the introduction of Modern wood windows and
doors, typical of mid-century aesthetics. The fixed corner windows in the apartment area are the only
surviving wood windows from 1951, the rest have been replaced with aluminum windows over the
decades. The wood windows appear to be in good condition while the aluminum ones appear worn.
The wood trim features a backband moulding. The wood windows sills are projecting. Three original
wood doors survive on the building, all in fair-good condition.
Replacement aluminum
windows

Original wood door with
light

Original wood door with
decorative speakeasy grate
and mail slot

Original fixed corner wood
windows

Original wood door with light
on Fourth Avenue elevation.

Aluminum strip canopies - The two 1951 aluminum strip canopies above the facade doors are in
good condition.
Finishes - The painted finish on all wood elements (door and window trim, doors, windows, and
roofline facia) is all in fair condition - i.e. flaking, dry and in need of a thorough repainting. The original
1951 paint layers identified on the building are as follows:
Doors: pale yellow (matches Sherwin Williams Peace Yellow 2857)
Trim and window sash: Robin Egg blue (matches Sherwin William Burma Jade 2862)
Awnings: dark green and white (green matches California Paints Beatnick)
Stucco: Bottle Dash - grey with specs of green and brown glass
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Recommended Conservation Procedures
Site - Rehabilitation
Site plan below shows existing building footprint in red and proposed in black.
The property will be rehabilitated for improved and sustainable use, involving an addition to the store
(1), to be sited on the historic site of the store before it was relocated to its current in 1951; a
basement level to the building (not visible on the site plan nor from the street as it will be
underground and within the proposed footprint) providing new freezer, storage and prep areas for the
meat market; a slight extension at the rear (2) where no Character Defining Elements were identified;
and a new off-site parking pad for the residential component (3).

2
2
1

3

source for site plan: D3 Dimension, Drafting, Design
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Site use - Preservation
Retain the dual commercial and residential use. The commercial use will not be limited to use as a
butcher shop, but the following physical elements of the butcher shop will be preserved and protected
to conserve the butcher shop legacy in the case of a change of commercial use:
• Red and white striped aluminum awnings - traditional butcher shop awning colours
• Historic wood cooler door on the interior
Store Building - Preservation and Restoration

Preserve or Restore the following original exterior elements on the store building:
Wood door and window trim - preservation and restoration
All door and windows are cased by a wood trim with backband moulding, although the application of
a second layer of stucco has left the trim dimensions inconsistent. Restore door and window trim on all
openings to 1 x 5.5/8 (including backband) as per surviving trim set at side door, currently located on
the Fourth Avenue elevation.

Original trim dimension - close to 6” with backband, and 4.5” without)
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Wood doors and hardware - preservation
Preserve in situ, both original doors and their hardware:
the glazed store door (left) and the solid apartment door (right) with their original hardware, hinges
and speakeasy grill.

Wood windows - preservation and restoration
Adjust commercial window sill height to align with residential window height. Although the residential
and commercial window sills will now align on this elevation, they are still perceived as distinct in scale
and purpose. All sills should be wood and projecting as well as extending. Restore wood sashes where
currently there are aluminum sashes as per the sash width on the wood corner windows.
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Wood Window schedule
North elevation:
#1 (54” x 54”) original fixed wood window - retain

#4 (30” x 54”) new wood sash window, 1.5” sash width as per above

#21 (55” x 57”) new wood sash window, 1.5” sash width as per above

#23 (55” x 57”) new wood sash window, 1.5” sash width as per above

West elevation:
#2 (54” x 54”) original fixed wood window - retain

#3 (44” x 32”) new wood sash window, 1.5” sash width as per above
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Awnings, signage and lighting - Rehabilitation and Restoration

Roof sign - restoration - Restore rooftop sign as per 1938 archival photo. Business name can be
current or Queen’s Park Meat Market. The construction of the sign should include a black metal frame
attached to the roofline. The sign itself should also be of a durable material, such as aluminum, but
removable in case of a business name change.
Aluminum strip canopies - preservation and rehabilitation. Extend commercial awning across
commercial windows by custom-building a replica. Note, this is an original aluminum awning with
vertical appliqués. Preserve original awning above residential door. Repaint in contrasting red and
white stripes, traditional for meat markets awnings.
Exterior commercial lighting - rehabilitation and restoration - Relocate original exterior lamp to
visible portion of Fourth Avenue elevation (that won’t be blocked by new store addition) as a feature,
and use this lamp style as inspiration for any additional lighting needed on the facade.
Stucco cladding - preservation. If no previously unidentified evidence of moisture or damage arrises
upon commencement of construction, preserve stucco in-situ and patch up in similar texture along the
foundation or where adjustments to the structure occur at the rear. If stucco cannot be preserved,
reclad building with bottle-dash texture stucco, a finer, grainier and more homogeneous finish than
the current textured stucco.
Internal brick chimney - preservation. The 1951 red brick chimney stack with its concrete pot should
be preserved in situ. The interior portion of the chimney doesn’t not need to be preserved and can be
removed during construction.
Roof and roofline coping - preservation. Upon construction inspect roof condition and closely
examine metal coping condition and joints. Conduct any maintenance or repairs at that time.
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Additions - rehabilitation

A set-back store addition/extension is proposed on the Fourth Avenue elevation, as is a non-visible
basement level below the entire structure. The highly visible store addition is justified to expand the
currently insufficient retail space and separate it from the storage and prep space, which will now be
mostly located in the basement. It aligns in its simple flat-roofed form and modest height with the
historic store building, but as it is located on the former site of the 1926 store, it takes inspiration from
the recorded finishes (see archival photo on page 18) of the earlier store before its relocation horizontal siding. Otherwise, its two primary facade designs conform with traditional storefront
compositions, but applying contemporary modern, metal or metal clad window assemblies, so as to
distinguish it as a contemporary addition. With the above mentioned features the addition meets the
requirements for additions to historic places to be ‘subordinate to, compatible with and
distinguishable from’ the historic place.
The proposed store
and addition, retain
the flat roof, modest
neighbourhood store
character the historic
place is recognized
for today.

Source for renderings:
D3 Dimension,
Drafting, Design
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Finishes - preservation and rehabilitation
All exterior wood elements will require a thorough paint preparation (sanding down to sound paint
layer, caulking and priming) and repainting. The colour scheme is proposed to be changed to
accommodate the current business’ logo and branding while aligning with 1950s colour schemes.
The below 1950s appropriate/researched colour scheme is proposed for the exterior:

Stucco
Hardie Plank Lap Siding (smooth finish)
Westchester Gray 2849
Sherwin Williams
(Suburban Modern 1950s Palette)

Doors, windows and trim
Tricorn Black 6258
Sherwin Williams

Striped awnings - Aluminum panels
Million Dollar Red 2003-10
Benjamin Moore

Striped awnings - Aluminum panels
White Chocolate OC-127
Benjamin Moore

Aluminum awning made up of
contrasting coloured panels in
red and white such as the above

Repainting in the original (page 29), the above or any other documented 1950s colours from the
Sherwin Williams Suburban Modern 1950s Palette would be acceptable.
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Proposed changes
Side elevation

The original wood window closest to the facade elevation will be preserved in situ. The other openings
on this elevation are new, and can thus be distinguishable in a contemporary material such as metal or
metal clad doors and window. All door and window trim on this elevation to be compatible with the
historic trim style and dimensions as detailed on page 31.
Fourth Avenue elevation

An original partially glazed wood door will be preserved on this elevation with its original hardware
and trim set. Traditional painted signage and documented roof signage will be visible on this
elevation. New storefront windows and entry door will follow guidelines for additions as per page 34.
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Maintenance Plan
Following completion of the conservation works, the owner must maintain the building and land in
good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow
The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The
local government determines an acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is
maintained through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw. As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, such
maintenance standards apply only to the building exterior.
As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to deterioration of heritage resources,
maintenance standards warrant special attention. Any building should be kept in a reasonable
condition so it continues to function properly without incurring major expenses to repair deterioration
from neglect. The most frequent source of deterioration problems are from poorly maintained roofs,
rainwater works and destructive pests.
Establish a maintenance plan using the information below:

Maintenance Checklist
a.

Site

•

Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from buildings.

•

It is recommended to maintain min. 2 foot clearance between vegetation and building face and a
12 inch wide gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.

•

Constantly manage vegetation (vines, etc.) that is ornamentally attached to the building.

b.

Foundation

•

Review exterior, and interior where visible, for signs of undue settlement, deformation or cracking
of foundation and if encountered seek advice from Professional Engineer.

•

Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functioning satisfactorily.

•

Inspect basement interior for signs of moisture migrating through foundation walls in the form of
efflorescence (a white powder on concrete) or staining of finishes. A "smell test" for musty air can
indicate a moisture problem.
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c. Stucco
•

Most stucco deterioration is the result of water infiltration, either through the roof, around
chimneys, window and door openings, or excessive ground water or moisture penetrating through,
or splashing up from the foundation. After the cause of deterioration has been identified, any
necessary repairs to the building should be made first before repairing the stucco.

•

In the interest of saving or preserving as much as possible of the historic stucco, patching rather
than wholesale replacement is preferable.

•

Repainting shall be in historic colours as approved in this plan or with a Heritage Alteration Permit
(HAP) issued by the Local Authority.

d.

Wood Elements

•

In the wet coastal climate of British Columbia maintaining integrity of exterior wood elements is
critical in preventing water ingress into buildings.

•

Annually inspect wood elements for signs of deterioration, identify source of problem and take
corrective repair/replacement action:

o wood in contact with ground or plantings;
o excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;
o open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;
o attack from biological growth (moss, moulds, etc.) or infestations (carpenter ants, etc.);
o animal damage or accumulations (chewed holes, nesting, bird/rodent droppings) USE HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS PROCEDURES;
o signs of water ingress (rot, staining, mould, infestation).
• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements such as porches, railings and stairs for
deterioration. Anticipate replacement in-kind of portions of these elements every 10-15 years.
•

Inspect visible caulking joints for continuity and shrinkage. Expect to redo caulking every 3-5 years.

e.

Windows and Doors

•

Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.

•

Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors.
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•

Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate hardware annually.

•

Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.

f.

Roofing

• Inspect roof condition every 5 years, looking for:
o excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent trees;
o flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope.
•

Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.

•

Plan for roof replacement every 18-22.

g.

General Cleaning

•

Building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot,
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from ground.

•

Cleaning prevents buildup of deleterious materials which can lead to premature and avoidable
maintenance problems.

•

Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.

•

When cleaning always use gentlest means possible such as soft bristle brush and low-pressure
hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary such as diluted TSP or Simple Green©.

•

Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking
and wood elements, and it will drive water into wall assemblies and lead to bigger problems.
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Research Resources
Ancestry.ca: Census of Canada, 1901; Death Index, 1872-1990; Voters List, 1935-1980;
BC Assessment (https://www.bcassessment.ca/)
British Columbia City Directories (https://bccd.vpl.ca/)
City of Vancouver Archives: Fire insurance maps
City of New Westminster: Historic Context Statement for Queen’s Park Neighbourhood (Cook, Burton &
Barman - 2009), Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study (Planning Division - March 2014)
Davies Family private collection
Find A Grave (findagrave.com)
Library and Archives Canada
New Westminster Archives: Aerial photographs, Building permits, Field assessment cards, Fire insurance maps,
Tax assessment roles, Water permits
New Westminster Public Library: Lower Fraser Valley Directories, Vancouver Suburban Directories
New Westminster Record:
Tereza Verenca, ‘Queen's Park Meat Market to close this weekend’, New Westminster Record (June 2, 2016)
(https://www.newwestrecord.ca/news/Queen's-park-meat-market-to-close-this-weekend-1.2269586)
Cayley Dobie, ‘Butcher takes up the cleaver at Queen's Park meat shop’, New Westminster Record (November
28, 2016) (https://www.newwestrecord.ca/business/butcher-takes-up-the-cleaver-at-Queen's-park-meatshop-1.3320132)
Newspapers:

New Westminster Daily News, January 4, 1908
The Province, May 18, 1939
Vancouver Sun, March 16, 1936
Vancouver Sun, November 16, 1936
Vancouver Sun, January 4, 1999
Site visit and interview with current owner, March 2019
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APPENDIX D: PROPOSED RELAXATION INFORMATION
Table 2: Proposed Relaxations for 404 Second Street
Attributes
Land Use

Lot Size
Density
Floor Area
Site Coverage
South Setback
to Fourth Ave
(front)
North Setback
(rear)
West Setback
(side)
East Setback to
Second St (side)
Parking Spaces

Requirement
Single detached dwelling
with one secondary suite
and home based
businesses
Minimum is 6,000 sq. ft.
(557 sq. m.)
Maximum is 0.5 FSR
Maximum is 153.1 sq. m.
(1647.5 sq. ft.)
Maximum is 35%
Minimum is 4.0 m.
(13.2 ft.)

Existing
Mixed use: one
dwelling unit and
one commercial
unit
306 sq. m.
(3,295 sq. ft.)
0.35
106.1 sq. m.
(1142 ft.2)
34.6%
5.7 m.
(18.6 ft.)

1.0
305.1 sq. m.
(3,284.1 ft.2)
50%
0.5 m.
(1.6 ft.)

Minimum is 4.0 m.
(13.2 ft.)
Minimum is 1.5 m.
(5.0 ft.)
Minimum is 1.5 m.
(5.0 ft.)
Six off-street parking
spaces
Minimum is 2.9 m.
(9.5 ft.)1

3.7 m.
(12.2 ft.)
2.5 m
(8.2 ft.)
1.0 m
(3.4 ft.)
2 off-street
parking spaces
4.3 m.
(14.1 ft.)

3.7 m.
(12.2 ft.)
1.3 m.
(4.4 ft.)
1.0 m.
(3.4 ft.)
2 off-street parking
spaces
2.5 m.
(8.1 ft.)
Parking located in
required front yard

Prohibited Sign Type

Parking located
in required front
yard
Commercial
signage
n/a

Standard
Parking Space
Width
Not permitted
Parking in
Required Front
Yard
Residential signage
Signage
Roof Sign

1

Proposed
Mixed use: one
dwelling unit and
one commercial
unit
No change

Commercial
signage
Allow re-created
historic roof sign

Includes a 0.3 m. (1 ft.) increase in the parking space width as per S.150.36 requirement when adjoins a fence or
other structure

City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

September 2, 2020

From:

Britney Dack,
Heritage Planner

File:

HER00744

Subject:

631 Second Street –Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application

PROJECT SUMMARY
An application has been received for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 631
Second Street, a corner lot in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood. The HRA proposes
subdivision of the property into two roughly 3,000 sq.ft. (279 sq.m.) lots, where the
existing 1931 house facing Second Street would be moved closer to the street and a new
house would be built at the rear to face Seventh Avenue.
Four Zoning Bylaw relaxations are proposed as part of the HRA: lot size, density,
parking in the front yard, and attached accessory area (to accommodate proposed bicycle
storage). In exchange for the development, restoration work would be conducted on the
1930s house, and the house would be legally protected with a Heritage Designation
Bylaw.
PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements:
• The heritage value of the 1931 house;
• The prepared Statement of Significance;
• The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work; and
• Any heritage implications related to the design of the site or infill house.
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
to Council on this application, based on its heritage merits.
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GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Interim Development Application Review Process
In April 2020, Council directed staff to implement an Interim Development Application
Review Process (Interim Process) in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The Interim
Process is intended to support continued public engagement on development projects,
while also meeting physical distancing requirements. Under this process, development
applications with a heritage component will be brought forward to the Commission
virtually for comment and endorsement. However, the focus of the review will be on the
Statement of Significance (SoS), Heritage Conservation Plan (HCP), and heritage-related
elements of the project, as will be outlined in staff reports moving forward.
Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the City’s anticipated land use for the
future, for the purposes of guiding development applications. In the OCP, this property is
designated Residential Detached and Semi-Detached Housing (RD). This designation
envisions a mix of low density residential units including houses, duplexes, secondary
suites, and laneway or carriage houses. The proposed application is consistent with this
the RD designation.
Projects with Heritage Assets
The OCP encourages the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements when a heritage
asset on the site is appropriately incorporated into a development. Through this type of
agreement, the OCP land use designation indicates that the development may be eligible
for regulatory incentives such as an increase in density, reduced parking, or smaller
minimum lot size.
Heritage Revitalization Agreement
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for longterm legal protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration,
certain zoning relaxations may be considered (as noted above). An HRA is not precedent
setting, as each one is unique to a specific site.
Heritage Related Design Guidelines
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within the city. These are
national guidelines for best practice in heritage conservation and design. All HRA
Doc # 1615456
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proposals are carefully evaluated using this document to ensure conservation work on the
exterior of the heritage building is in compliance. Additionally, the design of the adjacent
new buildings are reviewed against the principles and guidelines in this document.
Heritage Designation Bylaw
A heritage asset which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. This Bylaw is a regulation that places long-term legal protection on
the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected heritage property must first
receive approval from City Council (or its delegate, the Director of Development
Services) through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer
entitled, but could be permitted by Council with an HAP. HAP applications are also
evaluated by staff against the Standards and Guidelines.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Site Characteristics and Context
The subject property is 6,015 sq.ft. (559 sq.m.). It is located on the corner of Second
Street and Seventh Avenue in the southern end of the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood,
an area of single-detached dwellings. The property is one block north from Herbert
Spencer Elementary School, three blocks east of the Uptown commercial area, and two
blocks north-west of Queen’s Park (playground, sports field, arena etc.). Both Second
Street and Seventh Avenue are local roads and form part of the bikeway/greenway
network. A site context map and aerial image is provided in Appendix A.
Project Description
The proposal is to allow subdivision of a 6,000 sq.ft. (557 sq.m.) corner property into two
new “compact” sized lots of approximately 3,000 sq.ft. (279 sq.m.). The existing 1931
house facing Second Street would be moved closer to the street, and a new house would
be built on the newly created lot at the rear (to face Seventh Avenue). The 1930s house
would be approximately 1,975 sq.ft. (183.5 sq.m.) in size and is set to include a basement
suite. The new house would be approximately 1,920 sq.ft. (178 sq.m.). The new house
would not contain a suite, but would be built “suite ready” to allow for future conversion.
Both houses are proposed at a density 30% higher than is otherwise permitted. However,
based on the lot sizes, the houses would meet the setback, site coverage, and height
requirements in the Zoning Bylaw. Each lot has private outdoor space allocated for their
units, and two parking spaces (though relaxations to size and siting of the spaces are
required). A draft site plan is below, with emphasis added in thicker lines to show the
proposed lots and rough house footprints. More detailed drawings are available in
Appendix B.
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1931 House

New House

Proposed Relaxations
Under the City’s Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements, and the OCP,
regulatory land use (Zoning Bylaw) relaxations may be considered through an HRA. In
this case, there are four relaxations proposed:
1. a 30% increase in density (floor space ratio/FSR) for both houses;
Maximum permitted is 0.5FSR and proposed is 0.65 FSR
2. a 50% decrease in lot size requirement;
Minimum permitted is 6,000sq.ft.(557 sq.m.)and proposed is 3,007sq.ft.(279 sq.m.)
3. a compact sized parking space in the front yard of 1930s house; and
Parking is otherwise not permitted in the front yard
4. a 10% increase in attached accessory area for exterior bicycle storage.
Maximum permitted is 10% and proposed is 11%: an increase of 22 sq.ft. (2
sq.m.)
The primary relaxations are to lot size and density. The increased density proposed is in
line with previous similar HRAs (which include both a subdivision and higher density).
In this case, staff consider the density warranted, as the additional space is located
exclusively in the basement on both houses, and there are no setback, site coverage, or
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height related relaxations proposed. Without basements, both houses would be around the
Zoning Bylaw maximum of 0.5 FSR. Therefore, the additional basement density would
not impact building bulk, or be detrimental to the streetscape.
Pre-Application Review
As part of the PAR, the house was also reviewed by the Community Heritage
Commission in April 2019 (minutes from the meeting in Appendix F). At that time, the
Commission assessed the house as having relatively low heritage value, and some
members noted that, should an HRA be proposed, the house should be restored with
materials closer to the originals. Restoration work is included in this proposal, as
described later in this report.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Heritage Value of the House
The house was built in 1931, is an example of the Interwar Arts and Crafts style common
to the early years of the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood. Original form and massing,
and some architectural style elements are present on the house. The proposed Statement
of Significance (SoS) and photographs of the building are available in Appendix C (pages
6-8). Per the SoS, the house has had several long-term owners engaged in city life in New
Westminster. Given the period of construction, longevity of use, general character, and
social associations, the house could be considered to have some aesthetic and social
heritage values.
Does the Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the heritage
values of the building?
Is the heritage value of the house sufficient to warrant long term legal protection and
heritage status through a Heritage Designation Bylaw?
Conservation of the House
Overall, the house is described to be in very good condition, though many of the original
materials have been removed and replaced with contemporary replicas (for example,
wood elements are now vinyl or fibre-cement). A Heritage Conservation Plan has been
prepared, which is included in full as Appendix C (pages 10-16). A summary is provided
in the table below:
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Building Element

Action

Material

Location (prominence on corner)

Retain

N/A

Form, massing and architectural
style markers

Retain

N/A

Main body siding

Recreate

Horizontal wood plank (clapboard)

Siding at base and in gable ends

Retain

Stucco (original or good replica)

Roof design and roofing

Retain

Asphalt shingle

Foundation

New

Concrete

Front façade windows

Recreate

Wood-framed replicas

Remaining windows

Retain*

Vinyl-framed; false-lites

Water board, fascia and trim

Retain

Wood board (original or good replica)

Front porch half-walls/closed rails

Retain

Wood (tongue and groove with cap)

Front porch railings

Install

Black wrought iron hand-rails
(to meet Building Code requirements)

Front porch posts, ceiling soffits,
stairs, and brackets

Retain

Wood

Front porch floor

Recreate

Toung-in-groove wooden boards to
match porch ceiling

Front door and decorative trim

Retain

Wood (non-original, period
appropriate)

Chimney

Remove

Brick with metal double cap

Gutters and leaders

Retain

Metal (standard design)

Paint

Retain

Grey body with ivory trim and black
sash (period appropriate)

Exterior light fixtures

Retain

Contemporary design

* replaced in the future (at end of “life”) with wood framed replicas, as per front façade.
Note: materials key in drawing package (Appendix B) not yet updated to reflect
Conservation Plan (Appendix C).
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Is the level of restoration proposed appropriate for this project?
Is the Heritage Conservation Plan sufficiently comprehensive and detailed?
Are there exterior building elements not addressed which could or should be?
Design Relationship
The City’s policies, including the Standards and Guidelines, strongly encourage
developments which include a historic building to be respectful of the existing heritage
assets. Respectful development does not necessarily mean the new building must be
physically smaller than the heritage building, or that the site should not be developed,
rather that the site or new building’s design should consider the heritage building, and
allow the heritage building to be the focus of the development. Respectfulness and
compatibility (another principle in the City’s heritage policy) could be reflected in the
fabric of the buildings, or in their shared or complementary design features, or by the
physical relationship of the new build to the heritage asset on the site. The guidelines
identify that new building should not be overwhelming, or detracting from the historic
features.
Drawings of the proposed new house, and the site plan, including basic dimensions (i.e.
measurements) and exterior materials are provided in Appendix B.
Are the massing, siting, and design elements of the development proposal compatible
with and respectful of the heritage house’s character?
Does the site plan or the design of the new house overwhelm the heritage house?
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements of the proposal:
•
•
•
•

The heritage value of the 1931 house;
The prepared Statement of Significance;
The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work; and
Any heritage implications related to the design of the site or infill house.

The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
on the project to Council, based on its heritage merits. The following options are offered
for the Commission’s consideration:
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1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the
Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 631 Second Street;
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council does not
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 631 Second Street; or
3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative
recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion.
APPENDICES
Appendix A: Site Context Map
Appendix B: Proposed Design Plans
Appendix C: Heritage Conservation Plan and Statement of Significance
Appendix D: Extract from the April 10, 2019 Community Heritage Commission
Meeting Minutes
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Appendix A
Site Context Map

Appendix B
Proposed Design Plans

RS-1 ZONING COMPARISON
3000 SQUARE FOOT HOUSE WITH
600 SQUARE FEET OF ATTACHED ACCESSORY
AND 600 SQUARE FOOT CARRIAGE HOUSE
DASHED LINE SHOWING HRA PROPOSAL

Appendix C
Heritage Conservation Plan and
Statement of Significance

Heritage Conservation Plan
631 Second Street
New Westminster, BC
December 2019
Updated August 2020

julie@schueckconsulting.com
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1.0

Introduction
The subject building is located at 631 Second
Street in New Westminster and is being
considered for a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement (HRA), that if approved, would see
the lot subdivided into two and a new house
constructed on the new lot. The heritage house
(the Gowans House) would be retained and
formally protected through both the HRA and
through a Heritage Designation Bylaw. The new
house would be compatible and respectful of the
Gowans House.

Constructed in 1931, the Gowans House is
located in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood. It is situated on the southeast corner of Second Street
and Seventh Avenue.

2.0

Report Scope

The intent of this Heritage Conservation Plan is to provide guidance for the restoration and maintenance
of the exterior of the Gowans House in accordance with the “Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada” 1 (Standards and Guidelines). Additionally, and where
appropriate, a detailed approach to the restoration, repair and/or replacement of each characterdefining element is provided, as well as a general maintenance schedule.
A Heritage Conservation Plan also includes a Statement of Significance (SOS), which describes why the
place, in this case a building, has heritage significance. An SOS is a values-based assessment that
considers any aesthetic, cultural, historic, scientific, social and/or spiritual importance of a place. It also
identifies the specific elements of the building that should be retained in order for the heritage
significance to remain.
A site visit was conducted on September 15, 2018 and on October 3, 2019 at which point the building
was visually assessed and photographed.
Photographs included in this report are by the report author unless otherwise indicated.

The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada is a consistent, pan-Canadian set
of conservation principles and guidelines that provides sound, practical guidance to achieve good conservation
practice. The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, Second Edition, 2010
www.historicplaces.ca
1

2
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3.0

Definitions

The heritage conservation of an historic place first requires an understanding of why that place is
important. As part of this understanding, there are some key definitions that are helpful to know as
they are used frequently in this report. They are taken directly from the Standards and Guidelines.
Conservation: all actions or processes that are aimed at safeguarding the character-defining elements of
an historic place so as to retain its heritage value and extend its physical life. This may involve
Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, or a combination of these actions or processes.
Preservation: the action or process of protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing materials,
form, and integrity of an historic place, or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage
value.
Rehabilitation: the action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use
of an historic place, or an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration: the action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of an
historic place, or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
Replication: the action of copying exactly a particular element or building and replacing the original with
it (this action is not defined in the Standards and Guidelines but is included here as this action may form
part of the project).
Historic Place: a structure, building, group of buildings, district, landscape, archaeological site or other
place in Canada that has been formally recognized for its heritage value.
Heritage Conservation Plan: a document that provides direction in the heritage conservation of a place,
with guidance on specific elements of the place - often forms part of the legal documentation for a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement.
Statement of Significance: a statement that describes the historic place and that identifies the heritage
value and character-defining elements of the historic place.
Heritage Value: the aesthetic, historic, scientific, cultural, social or spiritual importance or significance
for past, present and future generations. The heritage value of an historic place is embodied in its
character-defining materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural associations or
meanings.
Character-defining Element: the materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural
associations or meanings that contribute to the heritage value of an historic place, which must be
retained to preserve its heritage value.

3
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4.0

Location and Site Context of Historic Site

The Gowans House (identified on the map below with a red rectangle) is located in the Glenbrooke
North neighbourhood. It is situated on the southeast corner of Second Street and Seventh Avenue.

The property is 6,019 square feet (559 square metres) in area, with a frontage of 57 feet (17.37 metres)
and an average depth of 105.61 feet (32.19 metres). There are single-family dwellings on either side of,
and across the street, from the property, and a school is one block away to the southeast (at the corner
of Second Street and Sixth Avenue).
The house is not protected heritage property, nor is it listed on the City’s Heritage Register or on the
City’s Historic Places Inventory (1980s).

4
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5.0

Policy Context – City of New Westminster

The City of New Westminster supports the retention of heritage resources and often utilizes Heritage
Revitalization Agreements (HRA) as part of its rezoning process.
An HRA is a legal tool that is used effectively for rezoning applications that propose retaining heritage
resources. Authorized in Section 610 of Part 15 of the Local Government Act, a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement (HRA) is a legal agreement negotiated between a local government and a property owner
that provides non-financial incentives that can make the conservation of heritage resources possible. An
HRA allows a local government to supersede local zoning regulations, and to vary use and/or density. It
is a form of long-term legal protection that is enabled by a bylaw which is registered on the title of the
property. In the event that the heritage resource is damaged beyond repair, it must be replicated
exactly. Each HRA is unique to that property and is therefore not precedent-setting.
Official Community Plan
The property is designated in the Official Community Plan as ‘M-RD: Residential-Detached and SemiDetached Housing’. The purpose of this designation is to “allow low density ground oriented residential
uses including gentle infill which increases housing choice and retains existing neighbourhood character”
on the mainland portion of the City. The principal forms and uses are: “single detached dwellings and
duplexes. Single detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory
dwelling unit (e.g. laneway house, carriage house).” Complementary uses include: “home based
businesses, small scale local commercial uses (e.g. corner stores), small scale institutional uses (e.g. child
care, care facilities, places of worship), utilities, transportation corridors, parks, open space, and
community facilities.” The maximum density contemplated is low density residential. With the use of a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement, or similar tool, “a property with heritage value may be eligible for
incentives such as a smaller minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements,
which would make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit. A Heritage Revitalization Agreement
may also be used to permit the housing forms listed in Residential – Ground oriented Infill Housing
designation or to formalize an existing, larger scale land use such as a low rise or a place of worship”. 2
The proposal meets the intentions of the Official Community Plan by supporting Policy 7.1: “Retain and
protect physical heritage assets city-wide” through the retention of the subject house with a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (7.1c) 3.
Zoning
The property is zoned Single Detached Residential District 1 (RS1), the intent of which is “to allow single
detached dwellings, secondary suites, and laneway or carriage houses in residential neighbourhoods”. 4

New Westminster Official Community Plan, p.148
Ibid, pp 90-91.
4
www.newwestcity.ca/zoning-bylaw. Section 310.
2
3
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This proposal does not conform to the existing zoning for this property and is seeking relaxations in
exchange for the legal protection of the building.
Please note that the above is a very general summary and that there are some further details
regarding zoning which need to be addressed directly with City staff.

6.0

Statement of Significance

Description:
The house at 631 Second Street in New Westminster, British Columbia is a one-and-one-half-storey,
wood -frame building with a chamfered (clipped) roof clad in asphalt shingles. The front porch is
centrally located on the front elevation, has a projecting bay over it that has a matching chamfered roof,
and original turned porch columns. The house is clad in a combination of original stucco and newer
Hardiplank clapboard-style siding. The house sits forward on a corner lot, oriented to Second Street, and
the property is defined by a low wood picket fence. There are mature plantings next to the house, and
the front walk is lined with clipped evergreen hedges.
Heritage Values:
Constructed in 1931, the house has heritage value primarily for its aesthetic, cultural and historic
significance; in particular for its design, age and association with important New Westminster families.
Aesthetic: The house has aesthetic value for its Interwar Arts and Crafts style, popular in the period 1920
through 1940, and identified with this house through the one-and-one-half storey height, the gable roof
with chamfered ends, the small rear addition, the projecting front porch with decoratively turned
columns, the combination of stucco and clapboard-style siding, the fenestration pattern (groups of
three) and minimal ornamentation.
Being situated on a corner, with both streets designated as a Greenway and used daily by people going
back and forth to the Herbert Spencer Elementary School, this house is somewhat of a landmark for the
neighbourhood. The house represents an Historic Neighbourhood Context value by being true to its
original design, being well-maintained, and contributing positively to its historic streetscape and
neighbourhood. 5
Cultural: There is cultural value for its association with the second owners, the Gowans, who lived in the
house for approximately 26 years. Mr. Gowans worked for the New Westminster School Board in
janitorial and engineering services from 1933 - 1960. The house is also valued for its association with
current and long-term owner, Joe Malcom, who has owned the property since 1996 and who has
significance for being one of the first Telus Mobility Dealers in British Columbia, with his first store (of
several) located on Sixth Street in New Westminster 6. Joe Malcom and his family have long and deep
connections to the community through his great-grandfather, Victor Ferrario, who was a prominent
5
6

Historical Neighbourhood Context Statements (Glenbrooke North), p. 26.
Ibid.
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member of the British Columbia fishing industry and owner of the Lake Como IV (built 1924) 7; through
his grandmother, Annette Marchese, who was president of the St. Mary’s Hospital Society/Board in the
1950s or 1960s. 8 and through his grandfather, William Charles Marchese who was co-owner of the
Allard Machine Works Ltd. 9 The Malcom family has also had a multi-generational connection to the
New Westminster Lacrosse Association and to the Salmonbellies, as players, coaches and in the case of
David Ralph Malcom (Joe’s father), as President of the New Westminster Lacrosse Association from
1973 to 1978 and as President of the New Westminster Junior Salmonbellies from 1979 to 1984. 10
The house represents an Historic Neighbourhood Context value by being a stable component of the
neighbourhood11 through the age of the house and by having two long-term owners, the Gowans and
the Malcoms.
Historic: The house has historic value for being constructed in 1931 during the inter-war period. It is an
early example of single-family houses constructed in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood, an area of
the city that was surveyed by the Royal Engineers in the 1860s but which did not see significant
development until the first decade of the Twentieth Century, thus making this house one of the early
houses in the neighbourhood.
The house represents an Historic Neighbourhood Context value by being a suburban house that retains
its original style, and for its location at the corner of Second Street (a stately street extending from the
neighbouring Queen’s Park neighbourhood) and Seventh Avenue (this section of which is lined with
Cherry Blossom trees that were planted in the post-World War Two era) 12.
Scientific Value: There is some scientific value associated with the house as it provides information that
helps people understand and appreciate the era in which it was built, as well as the people and
neighbourhood associated with it.
Social Value: There is social value for its connection to the community today and the way it contributes
to the community’s sense of identity by providing architectural stability to the neighbourhood and by
being a well-maintained historic house within a streetscape of historic houses.
Spiritual Value: There is no spiritual value as it is not a sacred or spiritual place. 13

Fisheries and Aquaculture Department Website, re: the Lake Como IV.
www.fao.org/figis/vrmf/finder/!/display/vessel/UID/040108529#.XRZjQuhKjIU
8
Information courtesy of Joe Malcom.
7

Information courtesy of Joe Malcom.
Ibid.
11
Historical Neighbourhood Context Statements (Glenbrooke North), p. 27.
12
Ibid, p. 29
13
Research did not indicate any spiritual value in terms of the building. It is possible that there could be spiritual
value in terms of the land as it relates to local Indigenous culture. Consultation with the local First Nations people
would be required in order to be certain.
9

10
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Character-defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of the house include:
ˉ

The continuous use of the house as a single-family home since 1931.

ˉ

Prominent location on the northeast corner of Second Street and Seventh Avenue.

ˉ

The original form, scale and massing as expressed by its:
o one-and-one-half-storey height,
o side facing gable roof with chamfered (clipped) edges,
o small rear addition,
o centrally located projecting front porch, and
o three-bay symmetrical façade.

ˉ

Its Interwar Arts and Crafts style architectural elements such as the:
o projecting front porch with a front-facing gable with a chamfered edge, and turned
wood columns,
o fenestration pattern and style of being in groups of three,
o original stucco cladding in the gable ends and along the base of the house below the
water board, and
o horizontal trim board between the stucco and clapboard siding on the north and south
elevations.

The clapboard siding is currently Hardiplank, and not in itself a character-defining element, but it does
represent the original style of wood siding, which is a character-defining element.
Key elements that contribute to the heritage character of the landscape include:
ˉ

Relatively flat grade.

ˉ

Mature perennials and shrubs adjacent to the front of the house.

ˉ

Front walk from the sidewalk to the front porch.

ˉ

Low fence (currently wood picket) at the property edges that face Second Street and Seventh
Avenue for the purpose of defining the property.

8
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7.0

Conservation Plan

7.1

Heritage Conservation Standards

The conservation and restoration of the Gowan House will follow the “Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada” (The Standards and Guidelines), developed by Parks Canada
as a pan-Canadian approach to heritage conservation. A copy of this document can be found on-line at:
www.historicplaces.ca.
There are three main approaches to heritage conservation which can be applied to the place as a whole
and to its individual elements. These are defined in the Standards and Guidelines as follows, and while
they have been defined above, it is worth repeating:
Preservation: the action or process of protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing materials,
form, and integrity of an historic place, or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage
value.
Rehabilitation: the action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use
of an historic place, or an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration: the action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of an
historic place, or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while
protecting its heritage value.
The overall conservation approach for the subject house will be a combination of preservation and
rehabilitation for the exterior of the building. The general standards for the preservation and
restoration approaches may be found at the end of this document.
The following pages will identify which approach or approaches are most suitable for the characterdefining elements.

9
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7.2

Site

Character-defining Element
The site is a character-defining element
through its prominent location on the
corner of Second Street and Seventh
Avenue and through the position and
orientation of the house.
Conservation Approach
Preservation
Description
The in-situ location of an historic building is
typically an important character-defining element. In this case, the house is proposed to be shifted
forwards (north) and sideways (west) in order to allow the two properties to be the same size after
subdivision. The orientation of the house on the property would remain the same. If the Heritage
Revitalization Agreement is approved by City Council, the rear portion of the property will have a new
house constructed on it. It will be important that the new house be respectful of the subject house: it
must not overshadow or overwhelm the subject house.

7.3

Form, Scale and Massing

Character-defining Element
The form, scale and massing as expressed by its oneand-one-half-storey height, side-facing gable roof
with chamfered edges, small rear addition, centrally
located front porch and three-bay symmetrical
façade are character-defining elements.
Conservation Approach
Preservation
Description
The overall form, scale and massing of the original
footprint of the building should be retained as part of
the proposed work, specifically the one-and-one-half story height, side-facing gable roof with chamfered
edges, small rear addition, centrally located front porch and three-bay symmetrical façade.
It is important that the historic proportions and visual relationship of the building to the ground be as
close as possible to what exists now. When the house is placed on a new foundation, the building should
not be significantly higher or lower than it is now; but raising it up to a maximum of 2 feet (60
centimetres) would be acceptable.
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7.4

Windows

Character-defining Element
The windows are not character-defining elements,
but the openings, fenestration patterns and window
designs are respectful of the original. These aspects
of the windows (size of opening, pattern and design)
can be considered and are being treated as characterdefining elements.
Conservation Approach
Retention/Future Replacement
Description
The vinyl-frame windows in the subject house were
installed in 2006 utilizing the same size of openings and fenestration patterns as was originally present.
The newer windows are respectful in design and appropriate to the age of the house and are based on a
house from the same era that was located at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Fifth Street. Note that a
new window opening was made on the rear addition of the house at approximately the same time that
the new windows were installed.
The three vinyl frame windows at the front of the house (two on the front elevation and one on the side
elevation), will be replaced with wood-frame windows of the same style. When the remaining vinyl
frame windows fail and need replacing, they will be replaced with wood-frame windows that match the
current style and design.

7.5

Cladding

Character-defining Element
The exterior cladding consists of a combination of original elements
and newer elements. The original elements are comprised of a) the
stucco in the gable ends and along the base of the house below the
water board line and b) the horizontal trim boards at the lower level
between the stucco and clapboard siding on the north and south
elevations. The newer element is the Hardiplank clapboard siding on
the main body of the house. Although the material is not a characterdefining element, it does
represent the original style,
size and profile of the wood
siding that had been on the house.
Photo above right: stucco in gable ends
Photo lower left: stucco below the water board line and the
lower horizontal trim board
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Conservation Approach
Preservation/Restoration
Description
Stucco: The stucco appears to be in excellent condition. Regular maintenance of the stucco will be
important. Damage tends to occur when water infiltrates the material. Because stucco can be difficult to
repair, it is important to hire a professional and skilled plasterer to carry out repair work. More detail is
available in the section on Maintenance, but in summary, ensure that repaired or new stucco matches
the original stucco in terms of strength, composition, colour and texture.
Wood trim: The wood trim pieces appear to be in excellent condition.
Regular review of the condition of the trim will be important. When the
wood trim requires painting, any nicks or other damage should be filled
and sanded prior to painting. Pieces that are beyond repair may be
replaced provided that the replacement matches the original in design,
size, profile and material. Avoid the appearance of patching.
Hardiplank Siding: The Hardiplank siding, which was installed in
approximately 2007, will be removed and replaced with wood clapboard
siding. Hardiplank is not recyclable and would either need to be
repurposed, perhaps on the proposed new house, or it would have to be
taken to the landfill.
Photo above: hardiplank siding

7.6

Front Porch
Character-defining Element
The projecting and open front porch with a front-facing gable with
a chamfered edge, centred on the front elevation and facing
Second Street, is a character-defining element. The individual
character-defining elements include the front door location, the
posts, the ceiling, the wood brackets, and the location of the steps.
Conservation Approach
Preservation

Description
The front porch is in excellent condition. The overall design,
location and orientation of the front porch should be retained. The
front-facing gable with chamfered edge matches the main roof of
the house and has been clad with the same material. There is a small amount of stucco in the gable end,
which also matches the rest of the house and should be retained. If graspable hand-rails are required by
the City, a simple design in black wrought iron, one on either side, would be most suitable. See section
7.9c for information on the porch floor.
12
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The front porch must be carefully braced for the house relocation. After relocation, there may need to
be some remediation of cladding near the ground.

7.6a Front Door Location
Character-defining Elements
The location of the front door - centred on the front elevation and
facing Second Street, is a character-defining element. Note that the
current door and sash are not original but are in style that respects the
style and era of the house.
Conservation Approach
Retention
Description
The location and orientation of the front door should be retained.

7.6b

Porch Posts
Character-defining Elements
The wooden porch posts, turned for the bottom third and square for the
top two-thirds with a slight tapering upward, are character-defining
elements.
Conservation Approach
Preservation

size and material.

7.6c

Description
The porch posts are in excellent condition and should be retained. When
needed, repair in situ if possible. Repairs should be invisible once
complete. A new coat of paint can aid in this. If a post is beyond repair,
then replace with a post that is an exact copy in terms of design, profile,

Ceiling and Wood Brackets

Character-defining Elements
The tongue-and-groove ceiling, the wood brackets and the overall
design are character-defining elements.
Conservation Approach
Preservation
Description
The ceiling is comprised of wood tongue-and-groove and wood
brackets and is in excellent condition. It should be retained and when necessary, repaired in-place. Any
13
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pieces or sections that are beyond repair should be replaced with pieces that match the original in
design, size, profile and material. Avoid the appearance of patching.

7.6d Steps
Character-defining Elements
The location and orientation of the front steps is a character-defining
element, but the material of which they are composed is not.
Conservation Approach
Retention
Description
The front steps are in their original location and appear to be the
original dimensions. Constructed recently using wood, they are in good
condition but unpainted. They should be painted according to the
colour scheme in this Plan.

7.7

Roof

Character-defining Element
The side-facing gable roof with chamfered
edges is a character-defining element.
Conservation Approach
Preservation/Rehabilitation
Description
The roof components appear to be in good
condition, although it was difficult to observe
the actual condition of the roof from the
ground. The roof is clad in asphalt shingles
that were installed in 2003.
Any necessary repairs should be carried out in a timely manner while maintaining the design of the main
roof. Reroofing is also appropriate, and the continued use of duroid/asphalt shingles is acceptable.
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7.8

Colour Scheme

Character-defining Element
The colour scheme of an historic building is considered to be a character-defining element. If the original
colour scheme can be accurately determined, then it is recommended that it be used as part of the
restoration work. This building has been re-clad, so finding the original colour scheme is not possible.
Conservation Approach
Rehabilitation
The current colour scheme is suitable for the design and era of the house; however, it is also acceptable
to repaint the house using an historically appropriate colour scheme. This is suggested as Option B
below. It is important to note that the brand of the paint is less important than the quality of the paint,
the proper preparation of the surfaces, and the expertise with which the paint is applied. A professional
painter with experience painting historic buildings, and in particular stucco and wood siding, should be
retained.
Option A: Current Colour Scheme
Element
Body (Clapboard Siding and Stucco)
Trim
• Window trim components
• Door frames
• Front porch columns, rails, stairs, ceiling, floor
• Gutters/downspouts
Front and Rear Doors
Roof (asphalt shingles)

Colour
Monterey Taupe
Cloud White – Classic Colour
Selection 967 (Benjamin Moore)

Black
A medium to dark colour is
preferred.

Option B: Historically Appropriate Colour Scheme
Element
Body (Clapboard Siding and Stucco)
Gutters/downspouts
Trim
• Window trim components
• Front porch columns, rails, stairs, ceiling, floor
• Door frames and doors
(Note that it would be appropriate to paint the front
door a darker colour, such as Mellish Mahogany (VC31) or Hastings Red (VC-30)
Sash
Roof (asphalt shingles)
15

Colour
Haddington Grey VC-15
(Benjamin Moore)
Oxford Ivory VC-1 (Benjamin
Moore)

Gloss Black VC-35 (Benjamin
Moore)
A medium to dark colour is
preferred.
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7.9

Non-Character-Defining Elements

The following are not considered to be character-defining elements and may be removed or replaced
provided that their removal or replacement does not impact the overall heritage value of the building. If
in doubt, please confer with the heritage consultant before beginning work.

7.9a

Gutters and Rain-Water Leaders

Description
The intention of a gutter system is to convey water away
from the building. The existing gutter system is working
well. A new system was installed with a new perimeter
drain system and a new outside pump in approximately
2004.
When required, a new gutter system may be installed
using, for example, a standard rectangular profile, 5” prefinished continuous metal type.
The colour of any new gutters and rain-water leaders
should match or blend in with the exterior colour scheme
so that they ‘disappear’.

7.9b

Chimney
Description
The chimney is comprised of brick and has a
double cap. It appears to be in fair condition, but
this assessment was made from the ground.
It is reasonable to remove the chimney prior to
the house relocation.

Should the chimney be retained, the condition of
it should be carefully evaluated by either the
house mover or by the general contractor. If
being retained, the chimney must be properly braced during the relocation. The
house mover should consult with the general contractor on the lift design. Prior to the relocation, the
brick should be assessed up-close for condition and, after the move, repointed/repaired if necessary,
using similar size and coloured brick. If the flashing needs replacement, ensure that both flashing and
counter-flashing is used. If there is moss growth on the bricks, it should be carefully removed. Clean the
brick using a natural bristle brush and a mild rinse detergent. Do not power wash.
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7.9c

Front Porch Floor and Steps (Material)

Description
The front steps and the porch floor have been recently
reconstructed using 2x4 wood, left unpainted to weather
naturally.
This design and material may remain, although ideally the
floor should be tongue-in-groove to match the ceiling.
Both the steps and the floor should be painted according to
the colour scheme in this plan.

7.9d

Front Door
Description
The front door is not the original. The existing door is appropriate for the
design and era of the house and may remain, or it may be replaced with a
wood door in a style that also respects the design of the house.
The decorative wood casing around the door is not original, but like the
door, is respectful of the house and may remain.

7.9e

Closed Rail of Front Porch

Description
The closed side rails continue to ground level and are
comprised of wood slats placed vertically to enclose the
underside of the porch. The cladding of the closed rail of the
front porch is not likely original. It is possible that the rail was
open when first constructed or blocked off with lattice work.
Any of these options, including the current configuration,
would suffice provided it is painted to match the body of the
house and is comprised of wood.
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8.0

Maintenance Plan

Once the building has been rehabilitated, it will be important to maintain it in good condition. At least
once per year, a complete inspection of the inside and outside of the building should be carried out and
all deficiencies identified. All repair work should be carried out promptly and according to the Standards
and Guidelines.
A good rule of thumb is to ensure that each approach or method will not harm or remove any of the
character-defining elements identified in this document. If damage to any of the building elements is
found, be sure to treat the cause rather than the symptom. For example, if the trim fell off, is it because
it was weak from water damage? If so, the determine why the water was able to damage the trim and
take steps to correct it.
Following is a basic maintenance checklist.
Site:
•
•
•

Keep vegetation, especially those that are invasive, away from the building
Do not plant invasive plant or tree species
Ensure that the site is well-drained and/or that run-off is directed away from the building

Foundation:
•
•

Watch for signs of unexpected or significant settlement, deformation, cracking
Inspect for signs of moisture, efflorescence (white powder on concrete), staining

Wood Clapboard Siding:
•
•

Inspect wood shingles for water damage/ingress, vegetative damage (moss, vines, etc.), insect
damage, rot, warping, etc.
Inspect paint finishes for cracking, peeling, etc.

Stucco:
•
•
•
•

Surface dirt may be removed using a low-pressure power wash that is then followed with
scrubbing with a soft natural bristle brush and the use of non-ionic detergent
Organic dirt (mold for example) may be removed using gentle solvents that are specifically used
for removing organic dirt
Care should be taken to clean the surface gently so that none of the stucco surface is accidently
removed
See Appendix B for Preservation Brief #22 by the US National Park Service on “The Preservation
and Repair of Historic Stucco”.

Front Portico and Rear Porch:
• Check underneath the front portico for any signs of creatures
• Look for any signs of water damage, softness, rot of the wooden elements
18
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Roof and Gutters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect for loose, missing or damaged roofing material
Inspect shingles for cracks, blisters or curling
Remove moss and other vegetative growth
Check flashing for cracks, holes or looseness
Inspect soffits for any openings where creatures could get in
Inspect and clean gutters, checking for cracks and other damage
Flush downpipes

Windows and Doors:
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect for broken or cracked glass
Ensure that windows and doors are operating smoothly and properly
Check the alignment of the doors regularly
Check all wood casings for dampness, softness and rot
Inspect weather stripping

Gentle cleaning examples include diluted TSP, Simple Green, or D/2 Biological Solution.
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9.0 General Standards for Preservation, Rehabilitation and Restoration
Approaches
The following is taken directly from the Standards and Guidelines.
1. Conserve the heritage value of an historic place. Do not remove, replace or substantially alter its
intact or repairable character-defining elements. Do not move a part of an historic place if its current
location is a character-defining element.
2. Conserve changes to an historic place that, over time, have become character-defining elements in
their own right.
3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an approach calling for minimal intervention.
4. Recognize each historic place as a physical record of its time, place and use. Do not create a false
sense of historical development by adding elements from other historic places or other properties, or by
combining features of the same property that never coexisted.
5. Find a use for an historic place that requires minimal or no change to its character-defining elements.
6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize an historic place until any subsequent intervention is undertaken.
Protect and preserve archaeological resources in place. Where there is potential for disturbing
archaeological resources, take mitigation measures to limit damage and loss of information. (Note that
the Provincial Archaeology Branch must be notified before any work is undertaken if archaeological
resources are discovered.)
7. Evaluate the existing condition of character-defining elements to determine the appropriate
intervention needed. Use the gentlest means possible for any intervention. Respect heritage value when
undertaking an intervention.
8. Maintain character-defining elements on an ongoing basis. Repair character-defining elements by
reinforcing their materials using recognized conservation methods. Replace in kind any extensively
deteriorated or missing parts of character-defining elements, where there are surviving prototypes.
9. Make any intervention needed to preserve character-defining elements physically and visually
compatible with the historic place and identifiable on close inspection. Document any intervention for
future reference.
10. Repair rather than replace character-defining elements. Where character-defining elements are too
severely deteriorated to repair, and where sufficient physical evidence exists, replace them with new
elements that match the forms, materials and detailing of sound versions of the same elements. Where
there is insufficient physical evidence, make the form, material and detailing of the new elements
compatible with the character of the historic place.
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11. Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any new additions to an
historic place or any related new construction. Make the new work physically and visually compatible
with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place.
12. Create any new additions or related new construction so that the essential form and integrity of an
historic place will not be impaired if the new work is removed in the future.
13. Repair rather than replace character-defining elements from the restoration period. Where
character-defining elements are too severely deteriorated to repair and where sufficient physical
evidence exists, replace them with new elements that match the forms, materials and detailing of sound
versions of the same elements.
14. Replace missing features from the restoration period with new features whose forms, materials and
detailing are based on sufficient physical, documentary and/or oral evidence.
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10.0 Appendix A: Research Resources
British Columbia and Yukon Directory: 1935, 1940, 1945, and the Wrigley’s British Columbia Directory:
1930, 1931, 1932, 1935. www.bccd.vpl.ca
Fire Insurance Maps of the City of New Westminster 1957, Plate 43. New Westminster Public Library,
Drawer 5 Map F
Fisheries and Aquaculture Department Website, re: the Lake Como IV.
www.fao.org/figis/vrmf/finder/!/display/vessel/UID/040108529#.XRZjQuhKjIU
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The Preservation and Repair of
Historic Stucco
Anne Grimmer

u.s. Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Preservation Assistance Division
The term "stuccd' is used here to describe a type of
exterior plaster applied as a two-or-three part coating
directly onto masonry, or applied over wood or metal
lath to a log or wood frame structure. Stucco is found
in many forms on historic structures throughout the
United States. It is so common, in fact, that it frequently goes unnoticed, and is often disguised or used
to imitate another material. Historic stucco is also
sometimes incorrectly viewed as a sacrificial coating,
and consequently removed to reveal stone, brick or
logs that historically were never intended to be exposed. Age and lack of maintenance hasten the deterioration of many historic stucco buildings. Like most
historic building materials, stucco is at the mercy of the
elements, and even though it is a protective coating, it
is particularly susceptible to water damage.
Stucco is a material of deceptive simplicity: in most
cases its repair should not be undertaken by a property

owner unfamiliar with the art of plastering. Successful
stucco repair requires the skill and experience of a professional plasterer. Therefore, this Brief has been prepared to provide background information on the nature
and components of traditional stucco, as well as offer
guidance on proper maintenance and repairs. The Brief
will outline the requirements for stucco repair, and,
when necessary, replacement. Although several stucco
mixes representative of different periods are provided
here for reference, this Brief does not include specifications for carrying out repair projects. Each project is
unique, with its own set of problems that require individual solutions.

Historical Background
Stucco has been used since ancient times. Still widely
used throughout the world, it is one of the most common of traditional building materials (Fig. 1). Up until

Fig. 1. These two houses in a residential section of Winchester, Virginia, illustrate the continuing popularity of stucco (a) from this
early 19th century, Federal style house on the left, (b) to the English Cotswold style cottage that was built across the street in the
1930's. Photos: Anne Grimmer.

the late 1800's, stucco, like mortar, was primarily Iimebased, but the popularization of portland cement
changed the composition of stucco, as well as mortar,
to a harder material. Historically, the term "plaster" has
often been interchangeable with "stucco"; the term is
still favored by many, particularly when referring to the
traditional lime-based coating. By the nineteenth century "stucco," although originally denoting fine interior
ornamental plasterwork, had gained wide acceptance
in the United States to describe exterior plastering.
"Render" and "rendering" are also terms used to describe stucco, especially in Great Britain. Other historic
treatments and coatings related to stucco in that they
consist at least in part of a similarly plastic or malleable
material include: parging and pargeting, wattle and
daub, "cob" or chalk mud, pise de terre, rammed
earth, briquete entre poteaux or bousillage, halftimbering, and adobe. All of these are regional variations on traditional mixtures of mud, clay, lime, chalk,
cement, gravel or straw. Many are still used today.
The Stucco Tradition in the United States
Stucco is primarily used on residential buildings and
relatively small-scale commercial structures. Some of
the earliest stucco buildings in the United States include examples of the Federal, Greek and Gothic Revival styles of the eighteenth and the nineteenth
centuries that emulated European architectural fashions. Benjamin Henry Latrobe, appointed by Thomas
Jefferson as Surveyor of Public Buildings of the United
States in 1803, was responsible for the design of a number of important stucco buildings, including St. John's
Church (1816), in Washington, D.C. (Fig. 2). Nearly
half a century later Andrew Jackson Downing also advocated the use of stucco in his influential book The
Architecture of Country Houses, published in 1850. In
Downing's opinion, stucco was superior in many respects to plain brick or stone because it was cheaper,
warmer and dryer, and could be "agreeably" tinted. As
a result of his advice, stuccoed Italianate style urban
and suburban villas proliferated in many parts of the
country during the third quarter of the nineteenth
century.

Fig. 2. St. John's Church, Washington, D. c., constructed of
brick and stuccoed immediately upon completion in 1816,
reflects the influence of European, and specifically English,
architectural styles. Photo: Russell Jones, HABS Collection.

Revival Styles Promote Use of Stucco
The introduction of the many revival styles of architecture around the turn of the twentieth century, combined with the improvement and increased availability
of portland cement resulted in a "craze" for stucco as a
building material in the United States. Beginning about
1890 and gaining momentum into the 1930's and 1940's,
stucco was associated with certain historic architectural
styles, including: Prairie; Art Deco, and Art Moderne;
Spanish Colonial, Mission, Pueblo, Mediterranean,
English Cotswold Cottage, and Tudor Revival styles; as
well as the ubiquitous bungalow and "four-square"
house (Fig. 3). The fad for Spanish Colonial Revival,
and other variations on this theme, was especially important in furthering stucco as a building material in
the United States during this period, since stucco
clearly looked like adobe (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. The William Gray and Edna S. Purcell House,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, was designed in 1913 by the
architects Purcell and Elmslie in the Prairie style. Stuccoed
in a salmon-pink, sand (float) finish, it is unusual in that it
featured a 3-color geometric frieze stencilled below the eaves of
the 2nd story. The Minneapolis Institute of Art has removed
the cream-colored paint added at a later date, and restored the
original color and texture of the stucco. Photo: Courtesy
MacDonald and Mack Partnership.

Although stucco buildings were especially prevalent in
California, the Southwest and Florida, ostensibly because of their Spanish heritage, this period also
spawned stucco-coated, revival-style buildings all over
the United States and Canada . The popularity of stucco
as a cheap, and readily available material meant that by
the 1920's, it was used for an increasing variety of
building types . Resort hotels, apartment buildings,
private mansions and movie theaters, railroad stations,
and even gas stations and tourist courts took advantage

of the "romance" of period styles, and adopted the
stucco construction that had become synonymous with
these styles (Fig. 5).
A Practical Building Material

Stucco has traditionally been popular for a variety of
reasons. It was an inexpensive material that could simulate finely dressed stonework, especially when
"scored" or "lined" in the European tradition. A stucco
coating over a less finished and less costly substrate
such as rubblestone, fieldstone, brick, log or wood
frame, gave the building the appearance of being a
more expensive and important structure. As a weatherrepellent coating, stucco protected the building from
wind and rain penetration, and also offered a certain
amount of fire protection. While stucco was usually
applied during construction as part of the building
design, particularly over rubblestone or fieldstone, in
some instances it was added later to protect the structure, or when a rise in the owner's social status demanded a comparable rise in his standard of living.
Composition of Historic Stucco

Fig. 4. The elaborate Spanish Colonial Revival style of this
building designed by Bertram Goodhue for the 1915 Panama
California Exposition held in San Diego's Balboa Park
emphasizes the sculptural possibilities of stucco. Photo: C. W
Snell, National Historic Landmark Files.

Before the mid-to-Iate nineteenth century, stucco consisted primarily of hydrated or slaked lime, water and
sand, with straw or animal hair included as a binder.
Natural cements were frequently used in stucco mixes
after their discovery in the United States during the
1820's. Portland cement was first manufactured in the
United States in 1871, and it gradually replaced natural
cement. After about 1900, most stucco was composed
primarily of portland cement, mixed with some lime.
With the addition of portland cement, stucco became
even more versatile and durable. No longer used just
as a coating for a substantial material like masonry or
log, stucco could now be applied over wood or metal
lath attached to a light wood frame. With this increased
strength, stucco ceased to be just a veneer and became
a more integral part of the building structure.

Fig. 5. During the 19th and 20th centuries stucco has been a popular material not only for residential, but also for commercial
buildings in the Spanish style. Two such examples are (a) the 1851 Ernest Hemingway House, Key West, Florida, built of stuccoed
limestone in a Spanish Caribbean style; and (b) the Santa Fe Depot (Union Station), San Diego, California, designed by the
architects Bakewell and Brown in 1914 in a Spanish Colonial Revival style, and constructed of stucco over brick and hollow tile.
Photos: (a) J.F. Brooks, HABS Collection, (b) Marvin Rand, HABS Collection.
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Today, gypsum, which is hydrated calcium sulfate or
sulfate of lime, has to a great extent replaced lime.
Gypsum is preferred because it hardens faster and has
less shrinkage than lime. Lime is generally used only
in the finish coat in contemporary stucco work.
The composition of stucco depended on local custom
and available materials. Stucco often contained substantial amounts of mud or clay, marble or brick dust,
or even sawdust, and an array of additives ranging
from animal blood or urine, to eggs, keratin or gluesize
(animal hooves and horns), varnish, wheat paste,
sugar, salt, sodium silicate, alum, tallow, linseed oil,
beeswax, and wine, beer, or rye whiskey. Waxes, fats
and oils were included to introduce water-repellent
properties, sugary materials reduced the amount of
water needed and slowed down the setting time, and
alcohol acted as an air entrainer. All of these additives
contributed to the strength and durability of the stucco.
The appearance of much stucco was determined by the
color of the sand-or sometimes burnt clay, used in the
mix, but often stucco was also tinted with natural pigments, or the surface whitewashed or colorwashed
after stuccoing was completed. Brick dust could provide color, and other coloring materials that were not
affected by lime, mostly mineral pigments, could be
added to the mix for the final finish coat. Stucco was

also marbled or marbleized-stained to look like stone
by diluting oil of vitriol (sulfuric acid) with water, and
mixing this with a yellow ochre, or another color (Fig.
6). As the twentieth century progressed, manufactured
or synthetic pigments were added at the factory to
some prepared stucco mixes.

Methods of Application
Stucco is applied directly, without lath, to masonry
substrates such as brick, stone, concrete or hollow tile
(Fig. 7). But on wood structures, stucco, like its interior
counterpart plaster, must be applied over lath in order
to obtain an adequate key to hold the stucco. Thus,
when applied over a log structure, stucco is laid on
horizontal wood lath that has been nailed on vertical
wood furring strips attached to the logs (Fig. 8). If it is
applied over a wood frame structure, stucco may be
applied to wood or metal lath nailed directly to the
wood frame; it may also be placed on lath that has
been attached to furring strips. The furring strips are
themselves laid over building paper covering the wood
sheathing (Fig. 9). Wood lath was gradually superseded by expanded metal lath introduced in the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century. When
stuccoing over a stone or brick substrate, it was customary to cut back or rake out the mortar joints if they
were not already recessed by natural weathering or

Fig. 6. Arlington House, Arlington, Virginia, was built between 1802-1818 of brick covered with stucco. It was designed by George
Hadfield for George Washington Parke Custis, grandson of Martha Washington, and was later the home of Robert E. Lee. This
photograph taken on June 28, 1864, by Captain Andrew f. Russell, a U. S. Signal Corps photographer, shows the stucco after it had
been marbleized during the 1850's. Yellow ochre and burnt umber pigments were combined to imitate Sienna marble, and the stucco,
with the exception of the roughcast foundation, was scored to heighten the illusion of stone. Photo: National Archives, Arlington
House Collection, National Park Service.
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Fig. 7. Patches of stucco have fallen off this derelict 19th
century structure exposing the rough-cut local stone
substrate. The missing wood entablature on the side and the
rough wood lintel now exposed above a second-floor window,
offer clues that the building was stuccoed originally. Photo:
National Park Service Files.

Fig. 9. This cutaway drawing shows the method of
attachment for stucco commonly used on wood frame or
balloon frame structures from the late-19th to the 20th
century. Drawing: Brian Conway, "Illinois Preservation
Series Number 2: Stucco. "
erosion, and sometimes the bricks themselves were
gouged to provide a key for the stucco. This helped
provide the necessary bond for the stucco to remain
attached to the masonry, much like the key provided
by wood or metal lath on frame buildings.

Fig. 8. Removal of deteriorated stucco in preparation for
stucco repair on this late-18th century log house in
Middleway, West Virginia, reveals that the stucco was
applied to hand-riven wood lath nailed over vertical wood
strips attached to the logs. Photo: Anne Grimmer.

Like interior wall plaster, stucco has traditionally been
applied as a multiple-layer process, sometimes consisting of two coats, but more commonly as three.
Whether applied directly to a masonry substrate or
onto wood or metal lath, this consists of a first
"scratch" or "pricking-up" coat, followed by a second
scratch coat, sometimes referred to as a "floating" or
"brown" coat, followed finally by the "finishing" coat.
Up until the late-nineteenth century, the first and the
second coats were of much the same composition, generally consisting of lime, or natural cement, sand, perhaps clay, and one or more of the additives previously
mentioned . Straw or animal hair was usually added to
the first coat as a binder. The third, or finishing coat,
consisted primarily of a very fine mesh grade of lime
and sand, and sometimes pigment. As already noted,
after the 1820's, natural cement was also a common
ingredient in stucco until it was replaced by portland
cement .
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Fig. 10. (a) Tudor Place, Washington, D.C. (1805-1816), was designed by Dr. William Thornton. Like its contemporary, Arlington
House, it is stuccoed and scored, with a roughcast base, but here the stucco is a monochromatic sandstone color tinted by sand and
mineral pigments (b). Although the original stucco was replaced in the early-20th century with a portland cement-based stucco, the
family, who retained ownership until 1984 when the house was opened to the public, left explicit instructions for future stucco
repairs. The mix recommended for repairing hairline cracks (c), consists of sharp sand, cement and lime, burnt umber, burnt sienna,
and a small amount of raw sienna. Preparation of numerous test samples, the size of "a thick griddle cake," will be necessary to
match the stucco color, and when the exact color has been achieved, the mixture is to be diluted to the "consistency of cream,"
brushed on the wall and rubbed into the cracks with a rubber sponge or float . Note the dark color visible under the eaves intended to
replicate the stronger color of the originallimewashed stucco (d). Photos: Anne Grimmer.
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Both masonry and wood lath must be kept wet or
damp to ensure a good bond with the stucco. Wetting
these materials helps to prevent them from pulling
moisture out of the stucco too rapidly, which results in
cracking, loss of bond, and generally poor quality
stuccowork.
Traditional Stucco Finishes
Until the early-twentieth century when a variety of
novelty finishes or textures were introduced, the last
coat of stucco was commonly given a smooth, troweled
finish, and then scored or lined in imitation of ashlar.
The illusion of masonry joints was sometimes enhanced by a thin line of white lime putty, graphite, or
some other pigment. Some nineteenth century buildings feature a water table or raised foundation of
rough-cast stucco that differentiates it from the stucco
surface above, which is smooth and scored (Fig. 10).
Other novelty or textured finishes associated with the
"period" or revival styles of the early-twentieth century
include: the English cottage finish, adobe and Spanish,
pebble-dashed or dry-dash surface, fan and sponge
texture, reticulated and vermiculated, roughcast (or wet
dash), and sgraffito (Fig. 11).

Repairing Deteriorated Stucco
Regular Maintenance
Although A. J. Downing alluded to stuccoed houses in
Pennsylvania that had survived for over a century in
relatively good condition, historic stucco is inherently
not a particularly permanent or long-lasting building
material. Regular maintenance is required to keep it in
good condition. Unfortunately, many older or historic
buildings are not always accorded this kind of care.
Because building owners knew stucco to be a protective, but also somewhat fragile coating, they employed a
variety of means to prolong its usefulness. The most
common treatment was to whitewash stucco, often
annually. The lime in the whitewash offered protection
and stability and helped to harden the stucco. Most
importantly, it filled hairline cracks before they could
develop into larger cracks and let in moisture. To improve water repellency, stucco buildings were also
sometimes coated with paraffin, another type of wax,
or other stucco-like coatings, such as oil mastics.
Assessing Damage
Most stucco deterioration is the result of water infiltration into the building structure, either through the
roof, around chimneys, window and door openings, or
excessive ground water or moisture penetrating
through, or splashing up from the foundation . Potential causes of deterioration include: ground settlement,
lintel and door frame settlement, inadequate or leaking
gutters and downspouts, intrusive vegetation, moisture
migration within walls due to interior condensation
and humidity, vapor drive problems caused by furnace,
bathroom and kitchen vents, and rising damp resulting
from excessive ground water and poor drainage around
the foundation. Water infiltration will cause wood lath
to rot, and metal lath and nails to rust, which eventu-

Fig. 11. The Hotel Washington, Washington, D. C.
(1916-1917), is notable for its decorative sgraffito surfaces.
Stucco panels under the comice and around the windows
feature classical designs created by artists who incised the
patterns in the outer layer of red-colored stucco while still
soft, thereby exposing a stucco undercoat of a contrasting
color. Photo: Kaye Ellen Sill1onson.

ally will cause stucco to lose its bond and pull away
from its substrate.
After the cause of deterioration has been identified,
any necessary repairs to the building should be made
first before repairing the stucco. Such work is likely to
include repairs designed to keep excessive water away
from the stucco, such as roof, gutter, downspout and
flashing repairs, improving drainage, and redirecting
rainwater runoff and splash-back away from the building. Horizontal areas such as the tops of parapet walls
or chimneys are particularly vulnerable to water infiltration, and may require modifications to their original
design, such as the addition of flashing to correct the
problem.
Previous repairs inexpertly carried out may have
caused additional deterioration, particularly if executed
in portland cement, which tends to be very rigid, and
therefore incompatible with early, mostly soft limebased stucco that is more "flexible ." [ncompatible
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repairs, external vibration caused by traffic or construction, or building settlement can also result in
cracks which permit the entrance of water and cause
the stucco to fail (Fig. 12).
Before beginning any stucco repair, an assessment of
the stucco should be undertaken to determine the extent of the damage, and how much must be replaced
or repaired. Testing should be carried out systematically on all elevations of the building to determine the
overall condition of the stucco. Some areas in need of
repair will be clearly evidenced by missing sections of
stucco or stucco layers. Bulging or cracked areas are
obvious places to begin. Unsound, punky or soft areas
that have lost their key will echo with a hollow sound
when tapped gently with a wooden or acrylic hammer
or mallet.
Identifying the Stucco Type
Analysis of the historic stucco will provide useful information on its primary ingredients and their proportions, and will help to ensure that the new replacement
stucco will duplicate the old in strength, composition,
color and texture as closely as possible. However, unless authentic, period restoration is required, it may not
be worthwhile, nor in many instances possible, to attempt to duplicate all of the ingredients (particularly
some of the additives), in creating the new stucco mor-

tar. Some items are no longer available, and others,
notably sand and lime-the major components of traditional stucco-have changed radically over time. For
example, most sand used in contemporary masonry
work is manufactured sand, because river sand, which
was used historically, is difficult to obtain today in
many parts of the country. The physical and visual
qualities of manufactured sand versus river sand, are
quite different, and this affects the way stucco works,
as well as the way it looks. The same is true of lime,
which is frequently replaced by gypsum in modern
stucco mixes. And even if identification of all the items
in the historic stucco mix were possible, the analysis
would still not reveal how the original stucco was
mixed and applied.
There are, however, simple tests that can be carried out
on a small piece of stucco to determine its basic makeup. A dilute solution of hydrochloric (muriatic) acid
will dissolve lime-based stucco, but not portland cement. Although the use of portland cement became
common after 1900, there are no precise cut-off dates,
'as stuccoing practices varied among individual plasterers, and from region to region. Some plasterers began
using portland cement in the 1880's, but others may
have continued to favor lime stucco well into the earlytwentieth century. While it is safe to assume that a
late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century stucco is
lime-based, late-nineteenth or early-twentieth century

Fig. 12. (a) Water intrusion caused by rusting metal, or (b) plant growth left unattended will gradually enlarge these cracks,
resulting in spalling, and eventually requiring extensive repair of the stucco. Photos: National Park Service Files.
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Fig. 13. (a) In preparation for repainting, hairline cracks on this Mediterranean style stucco apartment building were filled with a
commercial caulking compound; (b) dirt is attracted and adheres to the texture of the caulked areas, and a year after painting, these
inappropriate repairs are highly obvious. Photos: Anne Grimmer.
stucco may be based on either lime or portland cement.
Another important factor to take into consideration is
that an early lime-stucco building is likely to have been
repaired many times over the ensuing years, and it is
probable that at least some of these patches consist of
portland cement.
Planning the Repair

Once the extent of damage has been determined, a
number of repair options may be considered. Small
hairline cracks usually are not serious and may be
sealed with a thin slurry coat consisting of the finish
coat ingredients, or even with a coat of paint or whitewash. Commercially available caulking compounds are
not suitable materials for patching hairline cracks. Because their consistency and texture is unlike that of
stucco, they tend to weather differently, and attract
more dirt; as a result, repairs made with caulking compounds may be highly visible, and unsightly (Fig. 13).
Larger cracks will have to be cut out in preparation for
more extensive repair. Most stucco repairs will require
the skill and expertise of a professional plasterer (Fig.
14).
In the interest of saving or preserving as much as possible of the historic stucco, patching rather than wholesale replacement is preferable. When repairing heavily
textured surfaces, it is not usually necessary to replace
an entire wall section, as the textured finish, if wellexecuted, tends to conceal patches, and helps them to
blend in with the existing stucco. However, because of
the nature of smooth-finished stucco, patching a number of small areas scattered over one elevation may not
be a successful repair approach unless the stucco has
been previously painted, or is to be painted following
the repair work. On unpainted stucco such patches are
hard to conceal, because they may not match exactly or
blend in with the rest of the historic stucco surface. For

Fig. 14. This poorly executed patch is not the work of a
professional plasterer. While it may serve to keep out water, it
does not match the original surface, and is not an appropriate
repair for historic stucco. Photo: Betsy Chittenden.

this reason it is recommended, if possible, that stucco
repair be carried out in a contained or well-defined
area, or if the stucco is scored, the repair patch should
be "squared-off" in such a way as to follow existing
scoring. In some cases, especially in a highly visible
location, it may be preferable to restucco an entire wall
section or feature. In this way, any differences between
the patched area and the historic surface will not be so
readily apparent.
Repair of historic stucco generally follows most of the
same principles used in plaster repair. First, all deteriorated, severely cracked and loose stucco should be removed down to the lath (assuming that the lath is
securely attached to the substrate), or down to the masonry if the stucco is directly applied to a masonry
substrate. A clean surface is necessary to obtain a good
9

bond bet\'veen the stucco and substrate. The areas to be
patched should be cleaned of all debri s with a bristle
bru sh, and all plant growth, dirt, loose paint, oil or
grease should be removed (Fig. 15). If necessary, brick
or stone mortar joints should then be raked out to a
depth of approximately 5/8" to ensure a good bond
between the substrate and the new stucco.
To obtain a neat repair, the area to be patched should
be squared-off with a butt joint, using a cold chisel, a
hatchet, a diamond blade saw, or a masonry bit. Sometimes it may be preferable to leave the area to be
patched in an irregular shape which may result in a
less conspicuous patch. Proper preparation of the area
to be patched requires very sharp tools, and extreme
caution on the part of the plasterer not to break keys of
surrounding good stucco by "over-sounding" when
removing deteriorated stucco. To ensure a firm bond,
the ne~ patch must not overlap the old stucco. If the
stucco has lost its bond or key from wood lath, or the
lath has deteriorated or come loose from the substrate,
a decision must be made whether to try to reattach the
old lath, to replace deteriorated lath with new wood
lath , or to leave the historic wood lath in place and
supplement it with modern expanded metal lath. Unless authenticity is important, it is generally preferable
(and easier) to nail new metal lath over the old wood
lath to support the patch. Metal lath that is no longer

securely fastened to the substrate may be removed and
replaced in kind, or left in place, and supplemented
with new wire lath .
When repairing lime-based stucco applied directly to
masonry, the new stucco should be applied in the same
manner, directly onto the stone or brick. The stucco
will bond onto the masonry itself without the addition
of lath because of the irregularities in the masonry or
those of its mortar joints, or because its surface has
been scratched, scored or otherwise roughened to provide an additional key. Cutting out the old stucco at a
diagonal angle may also help secure the bond between
the new and the old stucco. For the most part it is not
advisable to insert metal lath when restuccoing historic
masonry in sound condition, as it can hasten deterioration of the repair work. Not only will attaching the lath
damage the masonry, but the slightest moisture penetration can cause metal lath to rust. This will cause
metal to expand, eventually resulting in spalling of the
stucco, and possibly the masonry substrate too.

If the area to be patched is properly cleaned and prepared, a bonding agent is usually not necessary. However, a bonding agent may be useful when repairing
hairline cracks, or when dealing with substrates that do
not offer a good bonding surface. These may include
dense stone or brick, previously painted or stuccoed

Fig. 15. (a) After reattaching any loose wood lath to the furring. strips underneath, the a:ea to be patched has been cleaned, the lath
thoroughly wetted, and (b) the first coat of stucco has been applzed and scratched to provide a key to hold the second layer of stucco.
Photos: Betsy Chittenden.
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masonry, or spalling brick substrates. A good mechanical bond is always preferable to reliance on bonding
agents. Bonding agents should not be used on a wall
that is likely to remain damp or where large amounts
of salts are present. Many bonding agents do not survive well under such conditions, and their use could
jeopardize the longevity of the stucco repair.
A stucco mix compatible with the historic stucco
should be selected after analyzing the existing stucco. It
can be adapted from a standard traditional mix of the
period, or based on one of the mixes included here.
Stucco consisting mostly of portland cement generally
will not be physically compatible with the softer, more
flexible lime-rich historic stuccos used throughout the
eighteenth and much of the nineteenth centuries. The
differing expansion and contraction rates of lime stucco
and portland cement stucco will normally cause the
stucco to crack. Choosing a stucco mix that is durable
and compatible with the historic stucco on the building
is likely to involve considerable trial and error, and
probably will require a number of test samples, and
even more if it is necessary to match the color. It is
best to let the stucco test samples weather as long as
possible-ideally one year, or at least through a change
of seasons, in order to study the durability of the mix
and its compatibility with the existing stucco, as well as
the weathering of the tint if the building will not be
painted and'color match is an important factor. If the
test samples are not executed on the building, they
should be placed next to the stucco remaining on the
building to compare the color, texture and composition
of the samples with the original. The number and
thickness of stucco coats used in the repair should also
match the original.
After thoroughly dampening the masonry or wood
lath, the first, scratch coat should be applied to the
masonry substrate, or wood or metal lath, in a thickness that corresponds to the original if extant, or generally about 1/4" to 3/8" . The scratch coat should be
scratched or cross-hatched with a comb to provide a
key to hold the second coat. It usually takes 24-72
hours, and longer in cold weather, for each coat to dry
before the next coat can be applied. The second coat
should be about the same thickness as the first, and
the total thickness of the first two coats should generally not exceed about 5/8". This second or leveling coat
should be roughened using a wood float with a nail
protruding to provide a key for the final or finish coat.
The finish coat, about 1/4" thick, is applied after the
previous coat has initially set. If this is not feasible, the
base coat should be thoroughly dampened when the
finish coat is applied later. The finish coat should be
worked to match the texture of the original stucco (Fig.
16).

Colors and Tints for Historic Stucco Repair
The color of most early stucco was supplied by the
aggregate included in the mix-usually the sand.
Sometimes natural pigments were added to the mix,
and eighteenth and nineteenth-century scored stucco
was often marbleized or painted in imitation of marble
or granite. Stucco was also frequently coated with
whitewash or a colorwash. This tradition later evolved

into the use of paint, its popularity depending on the
vagaries of fashion as much as a means of concealing
repairs. Because most of the early colors were derived
from nature, the resultant stucco tints tended to be
mostly earth-toned. This was true until the advent of
brightly colored stucco in the early decades of the
twentieth century. This was the so-called "Jazz Plaster"
developed by O.A. Malone, the "man who put color
into California," and who founded the California
Stucco Products Corporation in 1927. California Stucco
was revolutionary for its time as the first stucco/plaster
to contain colored pigment in its pre-packaged factory
mix.
When patching or repairing a historic stucco surface
known to have been tinted, it may be possible to determine through visual or microscopic analysis whether
the source of the coloring is sand, cement or pigment.
Although some pigments or aggregates used traditionally may no longer be available, a sufficiently close
color-match can generally be approximated using sand,
natural or mineral pigments, or a combination of these .
Obtaining such a match will require testing and comparing the color of dried test samples with the original.
Successfully combining pigments in the dry stucco mix
prepared for the finish coat requires considerable skill.
The amount of pigment must be carefully measured for
each batch of stucco. Overworking the mix can make
the pigment separate from the lime. Changing the
amount of water added to the mix, or using water to
apply the tinted finish coat, will also affect the color of
the stucco when it dries.
Generally, the color obtained by hand-mixing these
ingredients will provide a sufficiently close match to
cover an entire wall or an area distinct enough from the
rest of the structure that the color differences will not
be obvious. However, it may not work for small
patches conspicuously located on a primary elevation,
where color differences will be especially noticeable. In
these instances, it may be necessary to conceal the
repairs by painting the entire patched elevation, or
even the whole building.
Many stucco buildings have been painted over the
years and will require repainting after the stucco repairs have been made. Limewash or cement-based
paint, latex paint, or oil-based paint are appropriate
coatings for stucco buildings. The most important factor to consider when repainting a previously painted or
coated surface is that the new paint be compatible with
any coating already on the surface. In preparation for
repainting, all loose or peeling paint or other coating
material not firmly adhered to the stucco must be removed by hand-scraping or natural bristle brushes. The
surface should then be cleaned.
Cement-based paints, most of which today contain
some portland cement and are really a type of limewash, have traditionally been used on stucco buildings .
The ingredients were easily obtainable. Furthermore,
the lime in such paints actually bonded or joined with
the stucco and provided a very durable coating. In
many regions, whitewash was applied annually during
spring cleaning. Modern, commercially available premixed masonry and mineral-based paints may also be
used on historic stucco buildings.
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Fig. A

Fig. B

.

Fig. C

Fig. 0

Fig. 16. (a) In preparation for stucco repair, this plasterer is mixing the dry materials in a mortar box with a mortar hoe (note the 2
holes in the blade), pulling it through the box using short choppy strokes. After the dry materials are thoroughly combined, water
is added and mixed with them using the same choppy, but gradually lengthening stokes, making sure that the hoe cuts completely
through the mix to the bottom of the box. (b) The deteriorated stucco has been cut away, and new metal lath has been nailed to the
clapboarding in the area to be patched. (Although originally clapboarded when built in the 19th century, the house was stuccoed
around the turn-of-the-century on metal lath nailed over the clapboard.) (c) The first, scratch coat and the second coat have been
applied here, and await the spatterdash or rough-cast finish of the final coat (d) which was accomplished by the plasterer using a
whisk broom to throw the stucco mortar against the wall surface. This well-executed patch is barely discernable, and lacks only a
coat of paint to make it blend completely with the rest of the painted wall surface. Photos: Anne Grimmer.
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If the structure must be painted for the first time to

conceal repairs, almost any of these coatings may be
acceptable depending on the situation. Latex paint, for
example, may be applied to slightly damp walls or
where there is an excess of moisture, but latex paint
will not stick to chalky or powdery areas. Oil-based, or
alkyd paints must be applied only to dry walls; new
stucco must cure up to a year before it can be painted
with oil-based paint.
Contemporary Stucco Products
There are many contemporary stucco products on the
market today. Many of them are not compatible, either
physically or visually, with historic stucco buildings.
Such products should be considered for use only after
consulting with a historic masonry specialist. However,
some of these prepackaged tinted stucco coatings may
be suitable for use on stucco buildings dating from the
late-nineteenth or early-twentieth century, as long as
the color and texture are appropriate for the period and
style of the building. While some masonry contractors
may, as a matter of course, suggest that a waterrepellent coating be applied after repairing old stucco,
in most cases this should not be necessary, since colorwashes and paints serve the same purpose, and stucco
itself is a protective coating.
Cleaning Historic Stucco Surfaces
Historic stucco buildings often exhibit multiple layers of
paint or limewash. Although some stucco surfaces may
be cleaned by water washing, the relative success of
this procedure depends on two factors : the surface
texture of the stucco, and the type of dirt to be removed. If simply removing airborne dirt, smooth unpainted stucco, and heavily-textured painted stucco
may sometimes be cleaned using a low-pressure water
wash, supplemented by scrubbing with soft natural
bristle brushes, and possibly non-ionic detergents.
Organic plant material, such as algae and mold, and
metallic stains may be removed from stucco using poultices and appropriate solvents. Although these same
methods may be employed to clean unpainted roughcast, pebble-dash, or any stucco surface featuring exposed aggregate, due to the surface irregularities, it
may be difficult to remove dirt, without also removing
portions of the decorative textured surface. Difficulty in
cleaning these surfaces may explain why so many of
these textured surfaces have been painted.
When Total Replacement is Necessary
Complete replacement of the historic stucco with new
stucco of either a traditional or modern mix will probably be necessary only in cases of extreme deteriorationthat is, a loss of bond on over 40-50 per cent of the
stucco surface. Another reason for total removal might
be that the physical and visual integrity of the historic
stucco has been so compromised by prior incompatible
and ill-conceived repairs that patching would not be
successful.
When stucco no longer exists on a building there is
more flexibility in choosing a suitable mix for the replacement. Since compatibility of old and new stucco
will not be an issue, the most important factors to con-

sider are durability, color, texture and finish . Depending on the construction and substrate of the building,
in some instances it may be acceptable to use a relatively strong cement-based stucco mortar. This is certainly true for many late-nineteenth and early-twenti eth
century buildings, and may even be appropriate to use
on some stone substrates even if the original mortar
would have been weaker, as long as the historic visual
qualities noted above have been replicated. Generally,
the best principle to follow for a masonry building is
that the stucco mix, whether for repair or replaceme nt
of historic stucco, should be somewhat weaker than th e
masonry to which it is to be applied in order not to
damage the substrate .

General Guidance for Historic Stucco Repair
A skilled professional plasterer will be familiar
with the properties of materials involved in stucco
repair and will be able to avoid some of the pitfalls that would hinder someone less experienced .
General suggestions for successful stucco repair
parallel those involving restoration and repair of
historic mortar or plaster. In addition, the following principles are important to remember:
• Mix only as much stucco as can be used in one
and one-half to two hours. This will depend on
the weather (mortar will harden faster under hot
and dry, or sunny conditions); and experience is
likely to be the best guidance. Any remaining
mortar should be discarded; it should not be
retempered.
• Stucco mortar should not be over-mixed. (Hand
mix for 10-15 minutes after adding water, or machine mix for 3-4 minutes after all ingredients are
in mixer.) Over-mixing can cause crazing and
discoloration, especially in tinted mortars. Overmixing will also tend to make the mortar set too
fast, which will result in cracking and poor bonding or keying to the lath or masonry substrate .
• Wood lath or a masonry substrate, but not metal
lath, must be thoroughly wetted before applying
stucco patches so that it does not draw moisture
out of the stucco too rapidly. To a certain extent,
bonding agents also serve this same purpose .
Wetting the substrate helps retard drying.
• To prevent cracking, it is imperative that stucco
not dry too fast. Therefore, the area to be stuccoed should be shaded, or even covered if possible, particularly in hot weather. It is also a good
idea in hot weather to keep the newly stuccoed
area damp, at approximately 90 per cent humidity,
for a period of 48 to 72 hours.
• Stucco repairs, like most other exterior masonry
work, should not be undertaken in cold weather
(below 40 degrees fahrenheit, and preferably
warmer), or if there is danger of frost.
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Historic Stucco Textures
Most of the oldest stucco in the U.S. dating prior to
the late-nineteenth century, will generally have a
smooth, troweled finish (sometimes called a sand or
float finish) , possibly scored to resemble ashlar masonry units. Scoring may be incised to simulate masonry joints, the scored lines may be emphasized by
black or white penciling, or the lines may simply be
drawn or painted on the surface of the stucco. In
some regions, at least as early as the first decades of
the nineteenth century, it was not uncommon to use
a roughcast finish on the foundation or base of an
otherwise smooth-surfaced building (Fig. a). Roughcast was also used as all overall stucco finish for
some outbuildings, and other less important types
of structures .
A wide variety of decorative surface textures may be
found on revival style stucco buildings, particularly
residential architecture. These styles evolved in the
late-nineteenth century and peaked in popularity in
the early decades of the twentieth century. Frank
Lloyd Wright favored a smooth finish stucco, which
was imitated on much of the Prairie style architecture inspired by his work. Some of the more picturesque surface textures include : English Cottage or
English Cotswold finish; sponge finish (Fig. b); fan
texture; adobe finish (Fig. c), and Spanish or Italian

finish. Many of these finishes and countless other
regional and personalized variations on them are
still in use.
The most common early-twentieth century stucco
finishes are often found on bungalow-style houses,
and include: spatter or spatterdash (sometimes
called roughcast, harling, or wetdash), and pebbledash or drydash. The spatterdash finish is applied
by throwing the stucco mortar against the wall using
a whisk broom or a stiff fiber brush, and it requires
considerable skill on the part of the plasterer to
achieve a consistently rough wall surface. The mortar used to obtain this texture is usually composed
simply of a regular sand, lime, and cement mortar,
although it may sometimes contain small pebbles or
crushed stone aggregate, which replaces one-half
the normal sand content. The pebbledash or drydash finish is accomplished manually by the plasterer throwing or "dashing" dry pebbles (about 1/8"
to 1/4" in size), onto a coat of stucco freshly applied
by another plasterer. The pebbles must be thrown at
the wall with a scoop with sufficient force and skill
that they will stick to the stuccoed wall. A more
even or uniform surface can be achieved by patting
the stones down with a wooden float. This finish
may also be created using a texturing machine (Figs .
d-f illustrate 3 versions of this finish. Photos:
National Park Service Files).

---
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Summary
Stucco on historic buildings is especially vulnerable not
only to the wear of time and exposure to the elements,
but also at the hands of well-intentioned "restorers;'
who may want to remove stucco from eighteenth and
nineteenth century structures, to expose what they
believe to be the original or more "historic" brick,
stone or log underneath. Historic stucco is a characterdefining feature and should be considered an important historic building material, significant in its own
right. While many eighteenth and nineteenth century
buildings were stuccoed at the time of construction,
others were stuccoed later for reasons of fashion or
practicality. As such, it is likely that this stucco has
acquired significance over time, as part of the history
and evolution of a building. Thus, even later, nonhistoric stucco should be retained in most instances;
and similar logic dictates that new stucco should not be
applied to a historic building that was not stuccoed
previously. When repairing historic stucco, the new
stucco should duplicate the old as closely as possible in
strength, composition, color and texture .
Mixes for Repair of Historic Stucco
Historic stucco mixes varied a great deal regionally, depending as they did on the availability of
local materials. There are probably almost as
many mixes that can be used for repair of historic
stucco as there are historic stucco buildings. For
this reason it is recommended that at least a rudimentary analysis of the existing historic stucco be
carried out in order to determine its general proportions and primary ingredients . However, if
this is not possible, or if test results are inconclusive, the following mixes are provided as reference. Many of the publications listed under
"Selected Reading" include a variety of stucco
mixes and should also be consulted for additional
guidance.
Materials Specifications should conform to those
contained in Preservation Briefs 2: Repainting Mortar
Joints in Historic Brick Buildings, and are as follows :
• Lime should conform to ASTM C-207, Type S,
Hydrated Lime for Masonry Purpos~s.
• Sand should conform to ASTM C-144 to assure
proper gradation and freedom from impurities.
Sand, or other type of aggregate, should match
the original as closely as possible.
• Cement should conform to ASTM C-lS0, Type
II (white, non-staining), portland cement.
• Water should be fresh, clean and potable .
• If hair or fiber is used, it should be goat or cattle
hair, or pure manilla fiber of good quality, 1/2"
to 2" in length, clean, and free of dust, dirt, oil,
grease or other impurities.
• Rules to remember: More lime will make the
mixture more plastic, but stucco mortar with a
very large proportion of lime to sand is more
likely to crack because of greater shrinkage; it is
also weaker and slower to set. More sand or
aggregate, will minimize shrinkage, but make
the mixture harder to trowel smooth, and will
weaken the mortar.

Soft Lime Stucco (suitable for application to
buildings dating from 1700-1850)

A.f. Downing's Recipe for 50ft Lime Stucco
1 part lime
2 parts sand
(A.J. Downing, " The Architecture of Country Houses," 1850)

Vieux Carre Masonnj Maintenance Guidelines
Base Coats (2):
1 part by volume hydrated lime
3 parts by volume aggregate [sand]-size to match original
6 pounds/cubic yards hair or fiber
Water to form a workable mix.
Finish Coat:
1 part by volume hydrated lime
3 parts aggregate [sand]-size to match original
Water to form a workable mix.
Note: No portland cement is recommended in this mix, but if
it is needed to increase the workabili ty of the mix and to decrease the setting time, the amount of portland cement added
should never exceed 1 part to 12 parts lime and sand.
("Vieux Carre Masonry Maintenance Guidelines;' June, 1980.)

"Materials for 50ft Brick Mortar and for 50ft Stucco"
5 gallons hydrated lime
10 gallons sand
1 quart white, non-staining portland cement (1 cup only for
pointing)
Water to form a workable mix.
(Koch and Wilson, Architects, New Orleans, Louisiana, February, 1980)

Mix f9r Repair of Traditional Natural Cement or Hydraulic LIme Stucco
part by volume hydrated lime
2 parts by volume white portland cement
3 parts by volume fine mason's sand
If hydrauliC lime is available, it may be used instead of limecement blends.
("Conservation Techniques for the Repair of Historical Ornamental Exterior Stucco, January, 1990)

Early-twentieth century Portland Cement Stucco
1 part portland cement
21 /2 parts sand
Hydrated lime = to not more than 15% of the cement's volume
Water to form a workable mix.
The same basic mix was used for all coats, but the finish coat
generally contained more lime than the undercoats. (" lIIinois
Preservation Series No.2: Stucco," January, 1980)

American Portland Cement Stucco Specifications
(c. 1929)
Base Coats:
5 pounds, dry, hydrated lime
1 bag portland cement (94 lbs.)
Not less than 3 cubic feet (3 bags) sand (passed through a IR
screen)
Water to make a workable mix.
Finish Coat:
Use WHITE portland cement in the mix in the same proportions as above.
To color the stucco add not more than 10 pounds pigme nt for
each bag of cement contained in the mix .
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Appendix D
Extract from the April 10, 2019
Community Heritage Commission Meeting
Minutes

COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION
Wednesday, April 10, 2019, 6:00 p.m.
Committee Room #2, City Hall

EXCERPT OF MINUTES

5.3

631 Second Street – Pre-Application Review for a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement
Britney Quail, Heritage Planner, summarized the April 10 staff report regarding a
pre-application review (PAR) for a proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement
(HRA) at 631 Second Street and asked for the Commission’s comments on the
property’s heritage value.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Quail provided the following
information:
• The intention of the HRA would be to lift the original house and finish the
basement;
• There is no requirement for the design of the infill house to be included
within a PAR;
• The intention of the HRA proposal is to provide two units in the heritage
house and a fee simple lot with one family dwelling on the other lot; and,
• Council supported in principle the HRA for subdivision of the property.
The Committee made the following comments:
• The house in question is in better condition than the house across the street
(also put forward for an HRA), as it was fully remodeled in the mid-2000s,
and the materials do not have heritage value;
• If this were to be a true HRA, the house should be restored to its original
state; and,
• This appears to be an application using heritage as a method to subdivide
the property, rather than heritage retention.

